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A Novel Idea
1995 Drift
Butler University
Indianapolis, Indiana
Volume 99

The
And

roreward....

don't you

know

that life is a collection of short stories, a novel, Butler perhaps,

no more than a chapter. So
out,

I

asked myself what do you include, what do you leave

where does the story begin, and where does the story end? Orientation, com-

mencement

-

first

first beer, last

last final

figure

it

-

love, last heartbreak

night at the bars

birth,

death

-

cause this was

my

first

first class,

-

Where?

out, but perhaps,

it

time

-

I

couldn't

was just be-

editing the

Drift, living.
I

decided to begin with thanks, because

you never

truly

Inspiration and

many

do anything

entirely alone.

encouragement came from

but especially Joel, Michelle, Tony,

Robb, and Kerouac. Thank You. So before
it

all

ends

I

will begin

The ninety-ninth volume of the

Drift

is

dedicated to Butler University in the year
1995, to dreams reahzed and fullfilled in

and

to the story yet to

its

limestone halls, to endless possibilities,

be written.

matthew

carlson, editor
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And

so it begins....

Their crazy journey began with a quote

from Kerouac's On The Road because
EUiott

hour

felt

it

important, so at one, an

after midnight,

off for destination

he and Jerry took

unknown, or

New

Mexico, or North CaroUna, but probably
North Carolina because they needed

to

be back in a few days, but maybe they
wouldn't come back.
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Jerry

had research

to do.

He was

in graduate

ffFi

studies in ecological chemistry, another one of

^

those people out to save the world. Elliott a

^^

poet, a writer, a student,

P

his

had nothing but time on

hands and a soul to be inspired. They

filled

up

a borrowed minivan with bikes and soup and CDs.

The plan was

there really

like there

in.

to

camp,

relax,

and decide whether

was a world. Sometimes

was one. At

least

it

one where

Elliott fit

Elhott had that bone tired empty feeling from

just pouring soul into a story of learning

the

seem

didn't

moon and

decided

it

how

feel the rain. After sending

was time

for

movement, so

it

to see

off,

he

the road

called.
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STUDENT

LIFE

Prologue
I

went

to the

woods because

I

wished

to live deliberately, to confront

only the essential facts of

see

if I

had
came to

could not learn what

and not when I
discover that I had not

to teach,
die,

life, and
it

lived.

'Walden

Henry David Thoreau

Freshman
Events
From Freshman
a

Perspective

by Bernadette Perez
Orientation week, Freshman

Weekend,

Into

tiie

and

Streets,

dinner at the Governor's

Man-

many shared
freshmen. How-

sion provided

memories

for

during orientation

week because

she went through two roommates,

and her

final

until three

one didn't show up

days after orientation

Not only did freshmen have
teresting

in-

memories of their expe-

Cox had a
memory from

rience, but senior Allen

sweet and romantic
his orientation.

During

his orien-

week he met this really nice
and spent the whole week

ever, the class of 1998 experi-

began. However, Traci later re-

enced far more as they journeyed

called, "It wasn't all bad.

from being the 'Big Fish'

this really strange girl

talking to her. Later, Allen found

sica,

out that the

in the

sea to 'Guppies' once again.

Speaking of fish during Fresh-

man
girls

Orientation

Week,

a

few

from Schwitzer bought four

fish to put in their tank, but

by the

end of the week only one
silver fish remained.

tiny

"This

how," freshmen Traci Cole

membered, "they got

the

is

re-

name

Arnie for him, because he

'ter-

minated' the other fish."

There were also events which
freshmen couldn't forget from

nil

Traci had an especially hard time

the

week (even

met

Traci also

remembered her
week

trouble getting to sleep that

because of the people doing
aerobics in the

room above. "We

(my roommate and
go

I)

were going

them
to be quiet!" Traci asserted. "So
we marched all the way up there
and waved as we walked right
to

right

up there and

tell

past their door."

For freshman Polly Martin the

an idiot!" Traci

through keyboard placement for

the Playfair event, an icebreaker

thirty

event for freshmen. She enjoyed

ing to be tested, not even realiz-

meeting new people, but
rather silly while doing

felt

minutes

at Lilly

ing, until his turn, that

Hall wait-

it

piano and not computer.

it.

girl

was

his preschool

mond, his hometown, for 14 years.
Transfer student Belinda Torres
shared her feelings about her

was

for

orientation week.

She explained,

"Mr. McCullough gave us other
people

'

s

name tags and all ninety-

four of us had to find our person

and I couldn't find
really didn't

I

heck

I

my person!

was doing, but I'm

better at

it...

a

into her

room on moving

At

know what the

little

getting

better any-

way."

With memories
fore they
little

knew

like these, beit

the teeny

'guppies' in the big sea

would soon become

the 'Big

Fish' again.

Student Orientation guides help a freshman

move her rug

first

Marching Band rehearsal during

first

went on to talk about

if

girl

sweetheart and had lived in Rich-

friends."

memorable freshman experience
was the young man who sat

to). "I felt like

cried as she

they wanted

I

named Jesand I just knew we had to be

tation

day.
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ouse Party
Make

People

by

Sumo Wrestling, Caricatures,
Virtual-Reality, Star Stage,

psychic, were just a
activities that

year with

at

punched

and a

it

Atherton ojDened up the

Butler during

"House

This wa.s the

first

year for

this

The idea came about

as a joint effort of the Atherton

event

the Student

last

its

year

Melinda Alessi, associate director

their

activities,

remarked

come

Union and

whole idea of a Union

"It

is

to

promote

successful event,"

1500 students

who attended

when

may

drawing.

and be able

SGA, YMCA,

in front

As Rich Powell

because

I

of funny

got to see

Students like Jason

around on the
"I

saw

started

around eight

students participated in a

scavenger hunt where a card had to be

it

it

floor.

Hanna fought

in

until

Crowds
roll

Hanna explained,

on television a few times

when I heard that they were

at

Atherton,

I

tried it."

Right next door to the
wrestlers, students like

loved

of the night," Jennifer

explained, "I hated the long lines."

At 10:30 crowds gathered
Reilly

in the Fitness Center.

"I

got to keep a

problem was, as Branden Scala

noted, "I

my friends

huge sumo wrestler costumes

I

Schaafsma remembered. The only

fools of themselves."

before, so

drawing of their likenesses.

memory

on, with a star

backgrounds.

"I liked

when you're blown to bits."
Up the stairs, was the caricature

the caricaaires because

bad costumes

midnight

computer game.

walk around and shoot them,"

comer, where sMdents waited for a

for whatever they

The evening drew

it

interaction

Russell stated, "it's kind of strange

stage where students sang off-key in

make

Virtual Reality, a state of the art

trying to

need.

having

the event.

"House Party"

returned,

gathered to see students grunt and

commented, mentioning the

to

was

would know how

and Career Services

to

unity.

was a fun and

Alessi

1200

everyone

to get

together," believing that the

campus

they found in

in a prize

to find places like the

liked

that

main goal was, 'To bring people

into the

room

the card

Alessi explained they chose this

Union

Government

Association.

of campus

was entered

Schmitz

to get thi'ough the building

intended to showcase Atherton and

Board and

Once

activity so students

Party 94."

services.

for each

the Union.

few of the

Amy

the Place

sumo

Shannon

Russell, played against each other in

room

to witness

with participation by

Sigma

into the

a step show

Kappa Alpha

Psi.

Gamma Rho,and Alpha Kappa

Alpha.

A messy ice-cream eating contest
along with a prize drawing for the
lucky scavenger card ended the
evening.

As Alessi emphasized,
played a key

building without people in

makes

it

participation

role, believing that,
it,

"A

just

there."

The women of Alpha Kappa Alpha serinade
their audience in the C-club during

Party

12

'94.

House

Left:

Sophomore Audi Panetta,

Vinual Reality

in the television

tiys out

room of

Allwrton Union.

Below: Kaiis Christopher, junior,
his aggressions

by

Sumo

lets

out

wrestling in the

fitness center of Atherton.

Miss America

and kicks
Room.

'94 talks to students

off House Party in the Reilly

13

Right: Union Station has breathtaking

architechture

and many

stores

and

restaurants.

Below: The Indianapolis Art
types of art. including the

Museum

has

all

LOVE statue.
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Downtown foimlains and

beautiful skylines

provide a rela.\ing atmosphere.
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Around Town
What Indy Has
by Heidi

On

a Friday night, dancing at

Those

interested in art found

some fraternity iiouse, many Butler students wondered exactly
what attracted them to parties.

the Indianapolis Art

Wasn't there anything

else to

do

to Offer

Klciii

Museum

the spaghetti factory because

the free entry fee appealed to

touch of home since they also have

most college students.

one in

many

The Indianapolis Zoo proved

alternatives exsisted to the

Greek

an exciting off-campus adven-

"You can

party scene which

was a large part

ture.

of Butler's social

life.

there,"

ride the

camels

sophomore, Kristin Gothe

Broad Ripple, the home of
many bars, clubs, and coffee

remarked. However, unlike the

shops, was an obvious choice. J. C.

$2.00 for parking.

museum,

and the Vogue

costs

were $8.50 plus

Museum,

napolis Children's

and Jerry's was always a good

hands on place fun for

when

suffering

from

those hunger pains that resulted
after too

much

Karen Unholz, freshman, de-

down

to

Broad Ripple and get coffee and
tea (great jasmine tea!) at Cafe
Rendezvous." Other places

stu-

dents frequented were Missing

Link and the Village

brought out the child

in

Idiot.

at the

like Crackers,"

Crossing has

comedy

shopping, food, and

clubs

mentions Andrea

Pfanstiel, a junior.

Even grocery shopping was fun
to

some. David Rowles, a sopho-

enjoyed

shopping

at

O'Malia's grocery store on Ver-

a

mont Street downtown. "Theyhave
the cheapest Jelly Belly jellybeans

me,"

in

commented Jenny Hoemann,

a

Downtown provided Union
many great restau-

Station and
rants. In

Union Station, one found

town."

Crystal Zarse, freshman,
sized,

"Eagle Creek

is

empha-

a beautiful

place to visit during the autumn

months." Close to campus, this preserve

was

a

way

to

spend time

everything from shopping to

natural setting.

games to eating. Restaurants like
The Old Spaghetti Factory provided a won-

a pleasure, Indianapohs had

T.G.I.Friday's and

in

it

offer.

-ijL^Jr^;.

Ben

&

Ripple.

hot spot for Butler students

Jerry's ice

cream

store in

a

Whether art. animals, or food was

(iaiKWss'*^'^

A favorite

a

ages.

freshman.

studying.

clared "I usually head

"It

all

"It' s

my hometown in St. Louis."

"Keystone

more,

Another spot was the India-

often featured live bands, and Ben

place to go

Holly Fricks, a freshman, enjoyed

only a few blocks from campus,

in Indianapolis? Actually,

Bistro, the Patio,

change from cafeteria food.

derful

is

Broad

15

to

Greek Activities
Spirit
With only a fuzzy

War

Greeks

histor>'

(who knows

ties available

and Enthusiasm Light

of fraterni-

if

pre-Civil

around swilling beer),

sat

according to indi\ idual histories, they

appear to ha\e been founded for

said)

remains

in

events like serenades,

occasion~a

candlelights.. .and lakings.

IFC president Marshall Jones gave

his

came back.

I

lavolier, a pin, or

good

an

engagement.

It is all

something

laugh about years

to

in

fun,
later,

although in the midst of the fun you had

account of a laking:
"I

Way

the

stripped out of

my

my

to trust

your brothers not to get carried

gentlemanly purposes. Their manuals

sweatshirt and jeans into

read like chivalric codes. Not withstand-

They got out

ing change and progress, those notions

down. They threw ketchup, mustard,

ceremony. "The whole house goes

became

eggs, crystal violet solution, and cheap

outside and gets in a circle around the

cologne on me. Then they

rock," said Alpha Phi,

archaic (although the manuals

haven't changed). Fraternities and
sororities,

while

still

maintaining their

philanthropic duties, changed into social

clubs at

some

affected

campuses such

schools, although

it

hasn't

as Butler.

This does not reflect on them for better
or for worse;

it

is

what they have

the hose and hosed

me

tried to

me down, but I fought like a bear.
"We all got in the back of Jeff
Greene's truck and drove down to
pond

in

Holcomb. There was

the lake, because

it

I

The

knock

candlelight

"Then we pass

on

ice
1

1,

swam

but

"We
girl,

A

factories (that did not exist 125 years

went back

to the

Theta house where they

getting drunk, but

ago) hke Ohio State, Purdue, or

covered

Wisconsin thrived. They changed as

everybody sang."

(though

how

far

it

tradition

goes back cannot be

DCs

show house

when
.

.

they bring them
it's

Lakings and candlelights.

at least

for one

spirit us they clieer

two

traditions

as

httle is ok, a little

out in shopping carts.

Despite the rough-housing, most guys

The

16

with a nice blanket and

chose to have a laking

shaving

little

cream or somediing, but we're not

in

bad as the guys.

campuses changed. But

once

don't really do anything to the

unless she wants a

got cleaned off, and

me up

Megan Ridoux.

for an engagement.

the

little,

the

and more

the candle around:

pond a

naturally evolved into, as giant diploma

less play

is

for a lavoUer, twice for a pin, three times

still

was February

the challenge intrigued me.

away.

boxers.

which

will

too far."
.

.

most

they were
likely

continue for a long, long time.

on their Spring Sports Spectacular contestants.

»
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omecoming
Hits Bis in '94
by Heidi Klein

To have sipped steaming Iristi
Cream coffee. Chanted favorite songs
karaoke
dian.

Chuckled

style.

come-

at a

Witnessed the coronation of a

chariots race. Left battle victorious

against your enemy.

To dance

course, the Butler fans

cheered as the Bulldogs beat Dayton.

"Even though I didn't get up

there,

it

Friday night saw the pep rally and

up with fireworks.

Of

singers just like a true rock group.

Watched

from a

plause.

awarded him cheers.

snow. Have seen the sky

Felt ashes

bonfire gently touch your shoulders

light

while another had a

"lead" singer and other "back-up"

was great to see others make fools of
themselves," mentioned Deneal
Manwaring, freshman.

king and queen.

like falling

girls in pigtails

the coronation of the

Homecoming

They

also

What may have seemed like plain
many was actually much

fun to

planned work by the Student Gov-

ernment Association. Being the special

events chair, Lexy Gilmore

started her preparation over the

When

sum-

to the

king and queen, Eric Senne of Delta

mer.

to par-

mittee went to work. Gilmore was
happy with the overall participation

Cafe while being entertained or en-

Tau Delta and Marcia Price of Kappa
Alpha Theta. A bonfire and fireworks served as entertainment.
Saturday morning brought the
Sigma Chis victory over Phi Delts in

continuously more students than ex-

tertaining others with the performance

the annual Chariot Race.

pected."

music of the

night. This

Tuesday

was

Homecoming

ticipate in Butler

994.

were able

night, students

to enjoy free coffee in the

of short

1

Sunset

poetry readings, or

skits,

songs. According to

sophomore and

Lexy Gilmore,

special events chair

of the Student Government Association.

"We

week
As we

started earlier in the

than usual with the festivities.

night brought with

it

Karaoke. This was also a competi-

where

halls

earn points.

One

tion

and houses could
sorority

had

all

the

of the student body

at the

Homecom-

ing events. "Every night, there were

more fun

Joel Elliot, junior and vice presi-

more a part of it
because I worked at some events and
met some neat alumni. The best was
driving them around in golf carts!"

dent of SGA, attributed the diversity

exclaimed Christie Conarroe, junior.

passed that excitement on to the

this

year.

I

a lot

felt

Although not many knew

hoped, they proved successful."

Wednesday

"Homecoming was

school began, the com-

prise

was

in

it,

store for those

a sur-

who

cheered the Bulldogs to victory.

A

and enthusiasm of the committee

members to the success of the events.
"The members of the committee
dent body,"
Gilmore added,

Elliot

stu-

explained.

"I tried to

make

the

streaker wearing only a mask, a cape,

committee diverse by having at least
one representative from every hous-

and boots ran onto the

ing unit."

field for ap-

*4- .'

Sigma Chi races

to victory

against the Phi

Delts during the Chariot Race.
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Shannon Cole ami Beth While'iouse pose for
a picture with the Butler Bullitoi> at the
football

game

against Dayton.

Right.-

Junior Justin Decker liolds the ladder

for another student white they fix a house.

Break

Fall
A

Break for Building
by Sheri Replin

After a

month of constantly

Freshman

staying on campus, students reveled
in the

thought of going somewhere

Shawnae
"You never seem

participant

Easter recalled

realize the sort of terrible conditions

since August.

people exist

everyone a chance to relax and have

eyes to the reality of poverty."

According

in.

This

trip

opened

my

in

speech.

feel better

about helping poor

I

more

also played 'catchleast favorite

to

some

went on a

haunted hay ride and

went had a great time."

and goblins were trying

Break and ventured

Many students chose to travel
home and visit old friends and

she laughed.

Kentucky, to repair the homes of

needy people. The Appalachia

relatives. Activities varied

Service Project, organized by senior

earning extra cash

Eddie Manuszak, helped build

reading.

and doors

cabinets, a porch, gutters,
at three sites.

The

specific

that

Manuszak

worked with helped build a

rain

that, "It

was

the only

way

would have clean water
clothes

to

commenting,

I

was good to
went to see

get

I

haven't seen in a

their

to take the four

Schumann decided

days

to rest

and

"

concentrate on her classes. She

some

the kids to the park, the
the zoo.

They

Whether one

me,"

the

extra

money

really

and took

museum, and

enjoyed

it."

participated in the

Appalachia Service Project or just

went home

Senior Rachael

to get

fun," she stated. "I babysat

while."

they

wash

"It

away from campus.

the ghouls

by watching children. "Fall break was

Sophomore Steve Elder

friends that

drainage system, acknowledging

actually

all

Dekau had

opportunity to earn

found the four-day vacation relaxing,

group

to...

Junior Alicia

from

by going

spirit

festivities. "I

families, adding also, "everyone that

Chavies,

the rest

to visit, students

deserved

and enjoyed themselves.

Fall

break gave everyone a chance to
recover from mid-semester

stress.

r
Fall Altermitive Break parlicipanis take a

break from fixini' houses

to

pose for a

and

Junior Christy Conarroe celebrated

with the Halloween

participated in the Fall Alternative
to

this

have collectively

most-neglected classes."

Manuszak, the trip
making the participants

succeeded

I

some of my

up' for

to

upcoming paper, mid-term, or
Thirty-one undergraduates

"I slept

weekend than

besides class. Fall break gave

some fun without worrying about an

remarked,
to

plioto.

i
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Center: Three Into the Streets participants

prepare

to scritb

bathrooms.

Below: Senior David Birkhead and

sophomores Aaron Litke and Kenny
Schoonover break

to bowl.

Sophomores Ann Ewbank and Ann Kitchen
smile as they pose with Rick Posson of the
Horizon House during Into the Streets.

program Board
The People Behind

SGA

by Tammie Cagle

Comedy

Cellars,

Home-

coming, Spring Sports Spectacular, Into the Streets, and
movies of the week were just
a few of the things that Program Board accomplished this
year. Stephanie Russell, Second Vice President of SGA
and the head of Program
Board oversaw the planning
for these events that occured
throughout the year.
As a committee of SGA,
Program Board has many subcommittees of its own. Some
of these include: Lectures,

Community

Awareness,

Spring Sports, Special Events,
Coffee House, Concerts, Recreation and Films. A new subcommittee, Indy Connection,
was set in motion to plan
events around town for Butler students.

What

did the committees of
Program Board do when they

weren't planning events? Re-

Two freshmen

community service, and
canoeing. Ann Ewbank, cochair of Communitee Awareness, loved the trip, "We went
on a canoe trip to build leadership skills. It was alot of fun!"
treats,

fund-raising was involved
with Program Board. Some
of the events that underwent

changes

this

year were

Spring Weekend and Exam
Jam. These two events were

Around Thanksgiving the
members went to the NACA
(National Association of Cam-

combined

pus Activities) conference, a
more formal leadership convention where the comedians

some bigger names
Spring Weekend and
we've teamed

Comedy Cellar were
booked. Ewbank explained

mittees together to
the event."

booking comedians
Cellar or a band
Concerts or movies for
weekend had to be done a
mester in advance. So,

the

As Clay Niccum, senior
Concerts Chair stated ,"We
set out with one major goal

se-

of stimulating participation

the

and interest among the students through new programing and I feel we've done
that. I hope we've set the

for the
that

for

Comedy

for

people in charge of the various committees spend second
semester booking acts for the
following year.
Money for events came
from student activity fees
and paid for all the events
throughout the year. No

this year.

Ann Ewbank added,
"We're hoping

a

to

bring
to
so

few comwork on

stage for future chairs to be

more

what stimuand conprovide program-

in tune to

lates the students

tinue to
ming consistent with that."

clean the walls of a nurseiy

during Into the Streets.
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Weekend
Life
On
and Off Campus
by Katie Wilks

season, the Butler Ballet performed

Going home was a very popular
hum-drum on campus. Many of the students headed
home nearly every weekend for a

For those who were stranded on
campus, some creativity was re-

The Nutcracker.

taste of

quired in order to keep things inter-

ties

the last class finished and that last

of Music and Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat played

paper slipped under an office door,

at

Friday had finally come! With

it

was time

for the

esting, but with

weekend.

many campus

ac-

Clowes

One

Hall. Later in the holiday

of the most popular activi-

on campus were Fraternity socials. According to the Student

solution to the

mom's cooking

or to see

Simple
homesickness and getting away
from the stress of college were other
their significant other.

Handbook, Butler students are expected to obey the Indiana law con-

reasons students chose to leave.

sponsored a movie-

of-the-week showing such great

cerning alcohol and contrary to stu-

confirmed.

Sally,

dent opinion, these laws were

family, so

Pulp Fiction, Jurassic Park, and
Inten'iew with a Vampire.

strongly enforced. Yet the under-

see them.

age attendance and consumption

home, so seeing him is very important to me."
Other universities were often des-

tivities to

choose from

difficult.

SGA

titles

as.

it

wasn't too

When Harry Met

If the flick

of the

week

have students's favorite

didn't

stars

in

them, perhaps the planetarium
might. Each

week

the planetarium

was

high.

Trena Goble, a freshman, stated
bluntly

why she attended the frater-

nity parties, "Beer!" she proclaimed

had a showing of the night sky
through one of Indiana's largest

with amusement.

telescopes.

sarily just

Around

were

Jenn Jaroszewski, a freshman,

about alcohol.

Amy

sons.

Psycho's Lot, a haunted house that

where

was

she contended.

in

Robertson Hall. The Sound

I

environment

can relax and be myself."

the

perspective."

Sophomore. Monica Hanson

why she heads to Wabash on

weekend,

"It's the

only place in

Indiana where you can find a real

gentleman."

Above: College

freshmen
color.
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new

But perhaps there were other rearevealed

"It's a nice social

my

go home a lot to
also have a boyfriend at

a whole

"It's

Schmitz, a freshman, simply enlife.

very close to

lU is like standing on a
Sophomore Tony Reed added.

joyed the party

the holidays, there

special events

am

like to

"Partying at

on campus.
For Halloween, JCFA sponsored

many

I

"I

tinations.

table."

Fraternity parties weren't neces-

I

is

a time for change and for

in Schn'itzer often that

mean.s hair

Left:

For Nikki Clarke and Charo

Lidge. weekends are just for hanging out

with friends.

Below: Senior Rachael Schumann hams
up lyefore heading out for a Halloween

it

Above: Some students actually take
advantage of warm weekend days for
studying.
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Center:

A place

important factor
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to study is often
in

an

deciding where to

live.

Residence
In Search of the Right Choice
by Renee Duryee

Dorm

the

life,

Greek

scene, or commuting to
Butler; students attending
the University fit one of
these three categories.
Each of the three life-styles
had benefits and drawbacks, and students often
coasted in and out experi-

encing

all three.

"The people, environment, and surroundings

make Schwitzer the best
home away from home I
could ever experience,"

commented

freshman.

Heather Weiss.
Although many underclassmen lived in the residence halls, many upperclassmen opted to live
there as well.

"Living in a residence
has allowed me to
make many of my best
hall

Residence life
good balance
between socializing and
friends.

gives

me

a

studying," noted senior,
Rachael Schumann.

Some

students lived off
financial reasons, course load,
or just to be able to get
away. Studying was often
easier for students in the
privacy of their own

campus because of

homes. By living off-campus, students never had to
deal with restricted cafeteria serving hours or limited selection, but home
cooking often turned into a
bowl of Captain Crunch.
"I enjoy being able to escape the campus, but sometimes it's hard to find out
about the activities that
happen here," remarked
freshman, Greg Pearson.
With about 40% of the

campus

living in

Greek

housing units. Fraternity
and Sorority life played an
important role. Greek living differed in

many ways

from
a

that of a commuter or
dorm resident.
"By being Greek you

take on a lot of responsibility,"

added Tarwah Mer-

chant.

There were the cold
dorms, study tables, and
late night parties. The
trade-offs, however, were
deep fraternal and sisterly
bonds and a sense of tradition that

where
"I've

hard to find elseButler campus.

is

at

made

so

many

true

friendships through the
unity of my house. I love
the feeling of walking into
my house, and seeing the
fireplace burning, and being able to talk to

Mom

Hunter ifl have a problem.
I look back on the last four
years at Butler, and I
wouldn't have traded my
sorority

memories

for the

world," informed senior,
Anne Fulkerson.

Delta Tau Delta's position at the end of the
Row does not in any way effect its active
role

on campus.
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Controversy
Guns On Campus
h\ Emily Svviatek

Amidst

the

TV cameras and rows of

concerned Butler
Public Safet\'

affiliates.

Tim

Director of

Murrell and Terry

of the meeting discussing their

"The question comes down

how do we

Murrell and Bowmaster used the

problems," Assistant Professor of

Bowmaster. senior president of

second half of the

administration and finance, stood to

the questions raised in

weather the coming onslaught of

times into a heated debate. Butler

questions concerning the university's
decision to allow

members of the

Public Safety Department carry guns.

responding to

rally

what turned

students responded with groans and

Concerned members of the Butler

soon

considered, and numerous students

Students, faculty, and staff attended the
rally

which was covered by

Indianapolis

the

news media.

alternatives Public Safety

said they

felt

The campus mobilization

had

cheated and feared a

to

is

going on around

resulted as

us," Murrell said.

"Maybe

stop a rape, but in

some

Science Association. Demia, Amnesty

prevent crime.

hitemational. and the

Buder Demo-

StudenLs spent the

first

30 minutes

carrying

It's

a gun can't

cases

if

can

notjust the idea of

Science Dale Hathaway

"Having a gun

said.

in the belt is

not the way."
Petition gathering preceded the

Senior Eric Napientek

gathered

30 signatures in less than
two hours. He said the rally
1

administration's lack of communication with the students about a

weapons of becoming a
We're trying to do a

the students's safety.
"I think

the

most students are against

new measure," Napientek

"It's

said.

another example of the

university doing something without

police force.

notifying the students. That's what

betterjobforyou."

SGA

Students present their concerns about guns on

28

community solve

matter that imminendy will affect

what

a coUecti\e effort by Butler" s Political

crats.

as a

protested against the Butler

coming war zone.
"Be open

Political

rally.

community questioned what other

was announced.

at

sporadic comments.

The Buder campus mobilized for
an impromptu rally held in Jordan Hall
after the decision

to

opinions on an open microphone.

campus

is

to

supposed

to

be for."

a hoard of administrators.

I
Left:

Junior Sean Feehan moderates the

debate about guns on campus.

Below: Anthony Bridgeman, a senior, talks
to

a television station about the gun debate.

A board of administrators,

including

President Bannister, listens to the concerns

of students in the decision to give guns to
Public Safety:
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Stunts
eneva
Are People
People

by Tammie Cagle

What

did flying fish, Muppets,

Gilligan's Island, and

thon have in

Monty Py-

common? They were

some of the 1994 themes of
Geneva Stunts.
Sponsored by the Butler
YMCA, Geneva Stunts was
packed with skits created and
performed by housing units, the
traditional YMCA slide show,
and live entertainment at inter-

outfits, the

grooving

each other's

in

Commuters and Delts

to

disco music, and the

women of Residential College
and Phi Psis dressed as lumberjacks singing "Every Sperm is
Sacred."

The evening came

to an

end

with the announcement of overall

winners. Phi Delta Theta and

Gamma. Victory was determined by points earned from
ticket and T-shirt sales, deadlines, and the overall originality
of the show.
DG Heather Hodge attributed
Delta

mission.

Approximately 700 tickets
were sold for the event, with the
money raised going toward

YMCA

Rentfrow, the emcees, coming out

on stage dressed

projects such as Direc-

tion Sports, Giving Tree,

and

Hunger and Homelessness.
Students spent weeks creating,
casting, and practicing their skits
for the big night. Late night prac-

and deadlines for scripts and
banners provided activity before
the actors even stepped foot on
tices

their first place

to

the overall

enthusiasm of the group. Hodge
claimed that the the theme also
helped, "Everybody liked Boss
Hog, Fonzie, and Facts of Life."
Hodge exclaimed, "Winning! It

was so incredible

to see every-

stage.

one on stage and

hear our

Memorable highlights included
Ryan FJessner and Amy

announced
Pi

to

name

as the winner."

Beta Phi and the

men

of

Residential College received sec-

ond place

for their "Giligan's Is-

land" skit and also

won

the Spirit

Award.
Resco's Aaron Litke attributed
two awards to the theme of
team work we showed. Litke
also remembered, working with
everyone and meeting the wonderful people involved.
Third place went to Alpha Phi
and Sigma Nu for their "Little
Rascals" skit, and the Originaltheir

Award went to the Commutand Delta Tau Delta for their
set and script.
"It was neat to see two groups
of people working together who
were so devoted and serious, but
who still had fun," commented
ity

ers

sophomore Heidi Schwitzer.
According to Flessner, the
show went very smoothly, except for a few technical difficulwith lighting and music.
"People really pulled together
in the end," he remarked.
ties

The participanis of Geneva Stunts
gather together at the end of the show to await

Above:
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the

awards ceremony.

Junior. Herschel Frierson. exits stage right

during the Kappa Alpha Psi

Gamma performance.

-

Kappa Kappa

Campus Dances
At Least I Didn Y Stev On Your

Toes...

by Matthew Burden

There used

to

be a keg

lion exhibit at the zoo.

swam just

whales

feet

In the zoo at night

bogeyman and

Pledge Dance, Delt Magic, we

in the

And

from you.

you could play

hide and seek with

your date, and your friends and

Watch

their dates.

you

the farm

nity parties.

too.

i

"The Thetas had a spontaneous
at the Whale Pavilion at the
in a

friend, but

then.

I

my sophomore year.
my boy-

group with
I

wasn't dating him

took one of his fraternity
Strange

brothers.

how

things

work

out," said senior Charissa Dresden.
It

/

was

the dances

—

trees

and put them

we

we

in.

had a wooden bridge over
the river, and trails of white stone,

on the

we had

ceiling.

You name

it,

one of the most memorable dances
at Butler.

What

fun to get

"It's

You

don't get a chance to do that

very often

dance

that

to turn

your head and say, 'Who

that person?'" said

Carla Hoagland.

people

screw-your-roommates, the pledge
and underclassmen and the

new performance dance
that the black

Meridian Inn

occasional organization-sponsored

staged. "I

Lounge

it

was

the dances that

step show, a relatively
at

Butler

Greek houses have
was really nervous

about doing

it,

but

it

turned out to

really bring people out of the

be one of the best experiences

woodwork.

had

"We

get wild," laughed junior

Justin Clevenger.

"At

my

Delt

Eva Boldridge and Chantella Barber

turn

at Butler.

It

was

I

a great

when I was done, and
everybody was coming up to
feeling

back the clock

at

AKA's "Afros and

is

sophomore

way

"It's a nice

Bells" pan>'

in a

though, as sorority sister Melissa

her

—

at a

you never thought was

spontaneouses. the formals, the

dance

All of a

at Butler.

sudden, you see someone

to see

tradition!

first

dressed up,

all

with everyone looking hot. and

new light."
There were some dangers

a great

Senior Tyra Seldon remembered

the

dances were actually the perfect

very good-looking, and you have

it."

The Delts put a whole week of
work into the dance and created
ever

the

going out, sometimes out of town.

birds

We

stars

when

campus, however, was something
to look forward to also.

the floor,

put in a river with goldfish,

Interestingly enough,

dances were on campus, the

theme party that BYOB had
always imagined. Going off

"In one room. Enchanted Forest,

bought

went

to

wilder than the zoo.

all included, sometimes zoos
were actually wilder than frater-

I

the

You're not supposed

we had bark covering

beginning of

It's

be able to see any part of the

goggles, hallucinations, cigarette
haze,

N>^

tradition.

to wall.

This was one dance that was

them awake. Beer

startle

bottom and wall

room."

animals sleeping outside and laugh
as

congratulate me."

decorated three rooms from top to

the

Burden

my

illustrated.

pledge dance

"We were

at the

at

North

—The Purple Tree
— when
people

their dates

three

left

because they were

or not having a very

good

tired

time.

So they had to call a taxi to leave!"
"If you leave your date, you
better

have a car or cab

fare.!"
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Student Leaders
On

the

Job and Leading the Crowd
by Renee Duryee

From

that first day.

when

as

little

headstrong individual who's only

have occured.

memories of
all the crazy nights that we had on
campus that have made it wonderful." However, Kolberg had a slightly

wrapped up

different view.

tant, plus

She said, "It's funny, but I've
watched students get so wrapped up
in their studies, that sometimes they

than just myself."

new ideas. I like being a leader since
it opens new doors for creativity, and
unlike the traditional classroom

don't have time for friends. Big mis-

influencial people in the area. Ex-

kids, students took charge

ground or

in the

on the play-

classroom. Butler

students have continued their pursuit

of excellence.
"If you're a leader, or just a staff

member, you're

is

experience."

still

able to spread

commented Ellen

Kolberg. senior, officer of Y.M.C. A.

Being a leader also required taking

Said Decker.

take!

"It's

the

Never make friends

feel like

themselves," stated

ofY.M.C.A.
"Leadership makes

Many

I

feel that

me

feel

impor-

I'm helping more

Butler leaders of the past

have become some of the most
amples are radio personality Dave
"Gunner" Gundakerfrom X 1 03, Ellen

they are second best!"

Although leaders

in

heather Gallaher, freshman, officer

felt

rewarded

Ruby, Kids Club host of
59,

and

FOX channumerous

other

an extra step. Students realized that

through the problems they resolved

nel

one could not handle the burden of a

businessmen and women who served

task alone. Shared responsibilities and

and the people they helped, student
leaders themselves also gained from

delegation were necessary to ensure

their experiences.

quality;

it

also

made

sure that Butler

situation

Being placed

in a

where someone needs to
can even sometimes

students remained unified.

take charge,

"Always surround yourself with
good people, and never forget to delegate," was the advice of Justin

offer

Decker, junior, president of S.G. A.

acquired for communication and di-

Shared experiences with a com-

mon

goal brought

many

Butler

students together and helped to foster

friendships that otherwise

may

not

more

to the leader than the fol-

models

But for some students, popularity
and fame were not good enough reasons to take charge and

Some had much

become a

simpler rea-

leader.

are crucial qualities that needed to be

sons for becomeing a leader.

"The reason for getting involved

is

because of the people: without the

rection.

"When

to cur-

rent Butler students.

lower. Fairness and open-mindedness

a leader

is

close-minded

it

people there wouldn't be an organi-

commented Rob Haack,

ruins his or her chance for success

zation."

because no one likes listening to a

president of Y.M.C.A.

Senior.Corey Alvarez puis
a good role model

34

as inspirational role

is

in

a good tla\\ noik diain^ Inuuhe Stieets and shows that

part of being a leadci

hemg

Left: Joel Elliot, First vice-President. grins

happily at the camera.

Below:
a

little

SGA

President. Justin

snooze to relieve his

YMCA

President.

Decker takes

stress.

Rob Haack.

looks stressed

from his busy day. Remember Rob. don't
.meal the small

stuff,

and everything's small

stuff

35

Max Roach
with his

36

enteriains a

many musical

Clowes audience

talenls.

Ci owes Hall
k

More Than

Just a Theatre

by Shannon Williams

Clowes Memorial Hall has been a
campus for over 30
As one of the largest theatres

part of Butler's

students.
It

was an important

factor of stu-

campus and citywide have taken place

and it carried over into the
community. Butler was more than
fortunate to have such a 'hot spot' for

there.

entertainment.

years.

Indianapolis,

in

many

events both

dent

life,

most

likely place to find

Dance majors absolutley raved

students, faculty,

and the community

about it.
Senior dance major Nikki Clark
exclaimed, "Every time I perform

It

was

the

joined together to witness dazzling
entertainment.
Events like the Nutcracker, the
Tragedy of Macbeth, and Mahlathini

and The Mahotella Queens made
Clowes Hall a blessing for Butler

Violinist,

I just get more excited!"
Though she had experience on

there

the

"big stage", she still got that tingling
inside before a performance.

Even freshman Seron Nelson said
danced at Clowes
was incredible, the energy was
great, it was the best feeling."
But please, don't mistake Clowes
the first time she
"It

for simply a liberal arts hangout. Students from each major were represented at Clowes events, such as the
Nutcracker.

Sophomore pharmacy major
Michele Davis recalled, "It always
makes you feel like, WOW! It always leaves you with some kind of
excitement."

Lany Shapiro,

Stradirariiis.

gives President Bannister a personal concert with a 17 10
Procedes from hisI4-city tour benefited organizations, such as the American

Foinidation for

AIDS

Research.

3:

spring Sports
Spectacular in '95
by Tammie Cagle
Spring Sports "95 was once again
a big hit. This

campus-wide all night

but because of volunteer points given

event and prizes for the winners.

came away

Some of the big favorites were Subway and Papa John' s. Tiffany Nagel

for referees, the Phi Psis

sports event pitted housing units

with the gold. These volunteer points

against each other in competition,

were important

with even some faculty getting involved. Events included everything

Sports run without delays.

from swimming

out volunteer points, there

to basketball to a

tug-o-war.

The Student Government Association sponsored this Fifth annual

Bondi claims.

in

"If

making Spring

we

counted and found

co-chairing the event.

had been the case

to

didn't give

would be

be the same.

But there were no fights

the foods committee chairper-

son and with help from Bulldog

no other incentive to attract them."
The TKE's were not happy and
contested the results which were re-

Spring Sports Spectacular, with
Stephanie Bondi and Carl Waiters

was

this

Concessions, Nagel got food at lower
prices.

"There was an excess of food, but
is

enough," retorted Nagel. Overall, the
night

seemed

to

be a success. Teams

year as

worked hard, and everyone had a good

Bondi

time. This unique event gave Butler

in the past.

do for a night in

attributes this to the fact that there

students something to

was one more Public Safety Officer

the middle of winter; a time

spectively.

on duty

The contest between the men was
Tau Kappa Epsilon actually
won more events than the Phi Psis,

of the event.

many
much
many

This year's winners were Alpha

Chi

Omega and

close.

Phi

Kappa

Psi, re-

it

better to have too much food than not

this year.

Food was another important part
Community businesses

and restaurants donated food

for the

when

college students couldn't find
to do.

And

for this reason

others. Spring Sports

and

was

as

always a successful event.

''J"

vimmer dives

38

into the

pool at Spring Sports Spectacular
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Freshman Skits
After Midnight in Atherton
by Tainmie Cagle

^^s

Freshman

Skits

1

995 was a

crowded, before-midnight
according to

its

win for

hit

skit,

Key

sponsors. Blue

this year's

event with their

Bands."

"The True Story of Cinderella."

Second place went

"A Slumber

Alpha Phi

to

Overall, the night

agreed,

Party After

"We were

and the Student Education Associa-

for,

The Reilly room was paciced
March 3, with standing room only.
As houses gathered to see their
newest members dance and sing, the

Midnight," while Kappa Alpha

the people that

Theta took third with their Michael

were

tion.

room

filled

with house chants and

excitement. This annual event has

been a Butler

tradition for a

of years. However,

it

number

was only

recently changed to the Spring for

Other

Kappa Kappa

skits included.

"New
Gamma's

Land," Alpha Chi Omega's

"Butler University After Midnight."

The

Fraternities

were not

to

be

revealed, "The

left

fraternities participated in the event.

the Life of a Reporter,"

Tail

Kappa Epsilon show

the

and Tau
Kappa Epsilon's "Batde of the

their stuff at Fresliman Skits.

10pm

an amiable

Midnight." Six sororities and three

came away with

it

may

imply. This year's skits were over

usual

Pi Beta Phi

of

lot

"After Midnight" was not the

at

time in 1994.

Freshman were

ending time of the event as

Lambda Chi Alpha's "The Gong
Show," Phi Kappa Psi's "A Day in

first

This year's theme was "After

all

surprises with the skits."

out and performed such skits as

the

really

excited about

showed up and we
happy with the event."

cooperative and there were a

"Peter Pan in Butler

Year's Eve," and Delta

a success

Scott Deetz, the third co-director

Jackson-inspired, "Butler Thrillers."

Gamma's

was

and co-director Tara Sheilds

1

1pm

to

the reason for this

participation

housing.

instead of the

midnight.

was

on the

Some

of

the lower

part of

Greek

spring Break
Voyage of Discovery
by Mercedes Douglas
This year's spring break was defi-

"voyage of discovery" for

nitely a

many

Along with

people.

cards and sea shells,

the post

many brought

back memories, friendships, and those

we

things

little

call life

experiences

While Adell was kickin' knowledge down

in the nation's capitol,

freshman Amsalu Bizuneh and his
buddies were

on Daytona

chillin' out

Beach, Florida; and they were
ally

in their luggage.

And most echoed
same awe for the world outside of
ol" "Nap" town.
On a whim, freshman Zina Camblin

almost the whole darned

the

lot

packed her bags, road tripped

Florida-goers trying to salvage

Georgia, and

lanta,

to At-

fell in love,

but

not with another person! "Atlanta

is

one of the greatest
been
and

of energy. "I realized that

full

want

cities I have ever
She said with eyes dancing

to."

to

go down

for a long time.

I

to Atlanta

realized

I

and stay

it is

the city

me."

for

from Maryland

to

D.C. and on to

With an almost

Virginia.

devilish

look on his face, he said, "If you've
lived in the
like

I

Mid- West

all

of your

life

have, you should definitely go

on the (East) coast. ..and go ahead and
go when

it's

warm."

"The highlight of

"We

my

my

trip", re-

the talk

it

life and what we
was composed of and just

what we're supposed to make of it.

am

I

best friend."

talked about

thought

a senior

slunk a

little

desk. "So

now." He
lower

much

was young".

The

weather.

was beautiful

!

a

phrase, "but Thursday
" became stock for most

some

good vibes from their trip.
But the cold weather did not stop
everybody. Amsalu chuckled and
said,

"We

stepped off the plane

at

12:00 p.m. and by 3:00 p.m. Herbie

name used

I

said, as he

in the tiny plastic

has changed since

I

The Tropical Field Biology
went

ries in St.

spring break
first

class

Marine LaboratoAnnes, Jamaica over the

to Hofstra

.

Students spent the

half of the semester at Butler

studying marine organisms present
on the island as well as Jamaica's
very rich culture, history and politics. The trip served as a hands on

culmination of their studies.

to protect

When they were not busy collect-

subject's identity) was stone-faced

ing specimens and performing tests.

(a fictional

A

few hours

found him

down

laid out

two

girls

students got the chance to drive up

about two miles

into the sprawling green mountains

later,

the beach (he definitely

was

above Kingston, barter

the

beautiful falls of

Dunn's River.

"I

couldn't get over

how beautiful ev-

market

how

he had gotten there", said

Amsalu, "and when he
bed he was

still

fell

covered

Campus Crusade

out on his

in sand."

also packed up

was the ultimate antithesis to the
average spring break down in
Daytona. While others were soaktrip

ing in as
possible.

much sun and alcohol as
Campus Crusaders were at

in

erything was," said senior Leanne

Huntsinger.

There
world

home

is

is

a saying that goes:

a book, he

who

reads only one page. Every

miliarity of the

campus

A

textbook.

about oneself through

beliefs, ideas

and morals. ..doing

to the state

ofnatui

to relax

and

experience the world outside of the

and engaging

Sophomore Craig Helmreich described it as 900 people with similar

The

stays at

year Butler students leave the fa-

a convention listening to lectures
in conversation.

at the craft

Ocho Rios and climb

not looking for a tan); he had no idea

Tony Reed returns
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saw

and headed for Daytona Beach. This

marked Adell Means, "was
had with

state)

of rain and chilly seventy degree

drunk.

Means kept busy hopping

Adell

liter-

Florida (yep,

out".

"chillin'

good things with good people for a
good cause.... "On the last night,"
said Craig, "a big group of us sat on
the beach playing guitar, just enjoying each other's music and
company."

ences, besides,

lot

it's

can be learned

new

experi-

a whole lot

more

exciting to turn over a new page and

have no idea what to expect.

Left:

Neal Cassady gets a whole new

perspective in Brevard. North Carolina.

spring Sing
Generations in '95
hy Alison Stahl

Generations have
at

come and gone

Butler University, but there are a

Spring Sing were Karen Moe, Alpha

Chi Omega, and Andy Calienda of

few standards which have remained.

ResCo. with Mara Kaiser

One such example

technical director.

Y.M.C.A. and

its

the Butler

is

annual Spring Sing

competition.
""Generations"

was

the

theme for

and the paired

housing units did their best to out do
each other. The overall winners

were the men of Phi Kappa Psi and

Shows Through

women

Stephanie Bondi. Kappa Alpha

was

Theta,

the 1995 Spring Sing,

as

impressed with the

truly

performance

level

and

attitudes of

her housing unit's partner.

said.

""I

had thought

Mash," and "Generations

with the theme of ""Germinations."

about the outcome. But they worked

of

Second place went

so hard, and

to ""Love -n-

when

it

came down

to

"I

women

Remember

When..." and

Lambda Chi Alpha perfonned

act

were so tense and anxious about the

Aguilar, Corinne Hinckley, and

pull

it

Theta received third place and also

line

and when they finished

Award

off.

We all

with ""Love

evei^one

in

cheering.

It

The

overall directors of the

1

995

sreat."

wanted

to

The Snus had one solo

Songs Through the Generations."

the Musicality

really

Clowes just

made

it.

staited

us feel really

was performed by Christina

Maddox,

directed by

when
all

Lyn

Lyn Maddox.

As Matt Gibbs of Phi Kappa

summed up

the evening,

Psi,

"That rush

they announced winners

made

those long practices and stupid

costumes worth

it."

The three nmncrs-iip jor ihc Uimp of Wisdom Award wait as the winner
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""A

Generation of Peace." The opening

the night of the perfonnance. they

outcome.

men

of Alpha Phi and the

men of Tau
Kappa Epsilon and the women of
Delta Gamma. The men of Sigma
Nu and the women of Kappa Alpha
Generations" and the

and

Alpha Chi Omega and Ross Hall

the

Gamma

Come

that the

perfonned

of Kappa Kappa

of

Go" with the women of Schwitzer and
the men of Sigma Chi. The women of

performance and really not care

women

men

Delta Tau Delta and their "Monster

guys would just blow off the

the

the Decades," the

of Pi Beta Phi and the

Sigma

Nu.

She

Other perfonnances included the

women of Delta Delta Delta and the
men of Phi Delta Theta with "Variety

is

announced.

Commencement
Saying Goodbye
Gnduation
\ears of

goodbye

the culmination of four (or five or sl\)

is

worL and

all

it

you

entertain yourself while

down

boils

how

to this:

can you

hour seating procession, the

speaker, the second

first

Laiking

"Vic Boshini's was the coolest"

immediate i^hef

Mara

some

some

but for
take a

(the

it

After

fizzled.

said

went mad),

in particular

how

all,

jubilation

seriously can

you

was

exciting," said

Mara Kaiser

it

was a

time...but

seniors

"My
hfe.

really dry

who

bit anti-climatic.

We know

sit

my

great tune to see

was a

it

For Elin Walters,

was a

was

the

my Mends

end of an
one

down

Near

fresh.

the rows.

my

what the ceremony brings

ceremony

December,

"It

used to be that

he would

at

suppose part of

wish to pay

my

Dr.

Swanson

joked.

it is

America,

four or five years, and

I

.

ftiUire

but

I

when he

of miles away.

said,

men

will

what has

race,

now

that a

don't

the

.

was he

over

all

until the

all

to

be

that

Thom was

trying to do, depress us?"

dinners with parents and

Then

over.

left

the tired seniors

TV;

those with

headed to Broad Ripple, but only to be

Perhaps Elin Walters experience typified

She had a small party
and a few

gone.

in the

By

friends.

in her

apartment with family

the time her family lefr only 1/8

first

takes

time in

few friends were

Finally they covered
cat

Whims

M

in

all. it all

robe for those seniors

the

Swanson

been done.

Scott

robes are the coolest

alone.

isolation of the

his business

With everything

still

around

.

at

to help clean up,

lost in

How

can the

lid

an apartment?

with plastic wrap, only to find her
it

an hour later At midnight old

baome,

only comes

coming
all

it

walking on

people that seniors have

enemies

away

A

and to look for the top of the cake box.
of a sheetcake-to-serve-fifty get

trade, in

kill their

man can do
.

never

stoiraed on.

and triggers from hundreds

actually

seated behind a computer.

to call that prayer."

seemed

the evening.

be killed by weapons

For die

Dehumanizmg war

Thorn also warned about

human

of her weapons

Wc of the arms

wars American soldiers

Thorn

awful; what

any strength

at the

terrible,

especially

hitemet

can get you anything you

of the sheetcake her mother had brought to feed 50 was

after the effectiveness

realization of

I've

would be

we used

it

collapsed with a few friends to watch

others winced at his warnings that since

face-to-face, but with buttons

respects to those sttidents and say

It's

loved his metaphor about

made by our own companies.

Hence, the

.

talk to it

thinks he's

to hsten to for very long.

was

the htde parties are

the cork about to be popped."

the graduate got

who

it

looked

1

Man

this all-powerfiil

asked Angi Gilhland.

their due. Dr.

surprised.

"I

history, too.

recognizes the accomphshments of people
last

was

Gulf War. now controlled

to

name 'Commencement'"

been working with over the

"I

prof Doctor

lecture.

"It

we'd look back and not remember a word he had

Many

most ancient

when

once begin to

it

family."

to the table for the

at the university," said history'

Scott Swanson.
his degree,

"I

this is the

praised him.

with

overall impression

enough

on!"

it

booLs about Tecumseh

historical author (he's written

said."

finished classes in

Pass

day,

new

too gloomy, and his speaking voice wasn't sffong

minutes or so

five

"Pacers are up by eightl

my

"fri

The

end of the

the

When you

said.

need,

Honorary degree candidate James Alexander Thorn a

said

last

and the parents, but why do the faculty come

46

still

agreed with what he had to say.

eta.

ceremony."

"I'm here for

I'm a medievahst and

"It

were

cover of his books and thought

years at Butler were

it

through a lengthy cenemony?

that

attentions

Swanson

Angela Gilliland simply.

elaborated.

such a growing part of

and

when

invented something

the beginning,

at

he has no reason to interact with other

fingertips,

people anymore, or with his god.

he

track"

at the

This turned out to be foreshadowing.

While giving the tedious moments

audience'^
"It

you what's going on

the Pacer

and George Rogers Clark) was the guest speaker.

nachos and cheese to the

that sold

tell

ceremony. Pacer scores flashed every

pharmacy majors

ceremony

can

1

you what

Although he spoke well, he also spoke

Kaiser, in retrospect.

Die two-and-a-half hour ceremony brought
for

but

is.

he said smiling.

colored faculty robes was an

at the brightly

"1 can't tell

the faculty speaker.

score

s^Kaker, the speakers introducing the speakers...

man's

to them."

Doctor David Luechauer from the College of Business

was

are waiting for the half-an-

of '95

to the Class

who

the pillow beckoned.

down

to

who

has the best

continue their education.

have given up decidmg whose

said, "I

I

have Cornell robes, they're

the best part about Cornell robes

Harvard robes look washed out."

is

that they

make

red.
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ACADEMICS
Introduction
The

spiritual

Compensation is what I
look for. Bringing people
into thehere-and-now. The real
universe. That's the present

moment. The past is no good to
us. The future is full of anxiety.
Only the present is real - the
here-and-now. Seize the day.

'Seize The

Day

Saul Bellow
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Deborah Sommers engages in
deep thought during her religion class.
Below: Kevin Gribbens takes some water samples
Right: Professor

on an ecology field

trip in

northern Indiana.

LiBeRaL ArT
RCMCC
crrcc

YEE

The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
attracted a
all

wide range of individuals from

over the United States. Within

them

Indianapolis Zoo. This

went

studies.

the biological,

The work that the students
ment of Journalism took part

and mathemati-

understanding for the subject,

social,

all that

into behavioral research.

made

in the

Depart-

promoted an
and at the same

in

more

cal sciences to lan-

time,

guage, communication,

prepared for various conditions in the work

the students

socially

and religious studies,

force.

students found

merging media and emerging opportunities,"
remarked Dr. Sohn.

it

difficult to decide

"Journalism education

about

is

Brian Prisby, sopho-

The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
hoped to expand student creativity and
knowledge through interaction with other
individuals. Students worked together in
communication, philosophy, and English

more. The college

courses.

included a diverse range

always work

which courses
"I'd
I

to take.

be here five years

if

could take everything

that

I

wanted

to,"

stated

of subject matter which
all

focused on giving

the student a broad

background

in

many

"In political science classes
in groups,"

Elliott, "Its a great

way

we

remarked Joel

to learn

from each

other."

An

extra advantage

was taking

short seminar

courses abroad in places such as Nicaragua,

areas.

Mexico, and Jamaica. These courses provided

Speech Department, "The effects and

experience. Studying abroad not only gave

In the

theories of

communica-

many

with exciting memories and

first

hand

students the chance to learn about different

tion are broadly defined," explained Dr.

cultures but also

Neher. "There are theories of interper-

that the

exposed them

to

environments

classroom alone could not express.

Biology majors enrolled

in Tropical Field

communication, as well as helping people

Biology, found that their

trip to

with speech disorders," he continued.

the Spring

sonal, organizational,

and persuasion

Dr. Melissa Shyan, a professor in the

50

at the

experience helped students understand

for carriers or graduate

From

to

help her with her on going research of the

elephants

this

college, students found a variety of courses
that prepared

Psychology Department, allowed students

while

still

Break was a

terrific

Jamaica during

way

to study

enjoying the tropical surroundings.

"The Political Science Department exists as more than just a
teaching and administrative
body. The professors are
people first. By exhibiting both
conviction and sincerity in
their teachings, the professors
inspire their students to con-

template difficult issues. In a
time when people are withdrawing from the political
process, this type of interaction
is highly beneficial."
-Joel R. Elliott
Political Science Major

'^'J'A

Senior Mark Bee and Dr. Steve PerriU
contact with a local frog.
Left:

make

Above: And tliey .said that hiiman.s were no longer
u.sed for e.xperiment.s in the Psychology Department.'
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"The College of Education
at the

same

demanding but yet fulfdling
personal fulfillment that I

is

time. I enjoy the

,

experience when working with kids. How children react
and adjust to things in everyday life is humorous in itself.
As for the professors, they are very demanding, but you
have to be demanding in the field of education because

education

is

the key to ourfiiture.

-Marcus

L.

"

Cowart

Senior, Elementary Education

Below: Junior Amy Frink plays chess with a student

at

Harshman

Middle School.
Right:

Tanimi Smith prepares

for tutoring with

some new vocabulary

words.

Opposite Page: Chris Bittinger works with an

all

too anxious student.

"The college

itself is

reely express myself,

and

-Jerester

very diverse, especially the classes. I feel that I can

open
"SeeBee" Thorpe
the faculty are

to

my

ideas

and concerns.

"

EdUcAtloN
-SaLlYBoLeS-

As the Butler University education majors made their way into classrooms full of
twelve year olds, there was a gleam in the
children's eyes. But why? For some, they

Education, admitted that, "In a way, the
kids taught us how to teach them." Through
observation, the Education majors learned
the techniques teachers use for such areas as

saw a new, untrained target for all of their
best "substitute teacher" pranks.
For
others, the budding educators were seen as

thematic units, cooperative learning, and
behavior management in the classroom. The
fieldwork also provided a setting for oneon-one tutoring with students who had special needs. Tara Shields, a junior in the
College of Education, explained that "working with actual children helped us to be
more realistic about what we could accomplish in the classroom."
The knowledge
gained through these initial classroom experiences were a great resource when Butler
students were ready to take on a class of

new faces who might
be able to bring some
youth and understanding
into their
grade school
education. This was the
scene that students in the
College of Education had
fresh

to face as they

known

began what

"fieldwork
and observation."
is

as

Butler worked hard to
prepare education majors
for the day that they would
have to face their own
classroom of gleaming
eyes. Students enrolled
in the College of Education were required to complete several hours of
hands on training before
student teaching. Those
hours of classtime enabled education majors to test out their
own teaching techniques on children, while
the real teacher was still in the classroom
for help and advice. Amy Frink. junior in

own.
Through fieldwork and observation, Butler students were exposed to many different
schools and students, from the inner city to
the suburban schools. Cindy Wilson, factheir

ulty

member and

Middle Level

Director of the Indiana

Institute, stressed that "deal-

ing with only one classroom limits the experience of a future educator. Fieldwork and

observations allow students to experience a
variety of teaching styles and strategies,

and how those affect different learning styles
of students in each classroom." The College of Education prided itself on the fact
that there

schools

in

was great diversity among the
which Butler students did their

training.
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"/ think that the internship curricuhim

unique because

is

it

not only allows

work within your field of interest, but you are also able to make contacts with
established professionals. As for the classes, the small class atmosphere allows
professors to be personable people with ideas and not just people who lecture.
you

to

-Herschel Frierson
Junior, Business Administration

Business
AMBER HUNTERThe College of Business curriculum was designed
to provide sOidents with the best possible

knowledge and

tion of

skills

combina-

make

required for employ-

ment. This combination was expressed by not only

good academic standards but

also with the

more Evona Johnson agreed. "After the College

recommends you.

two term

because

agencies, pharmaceutical companies, and top-name

entertainment with Clowes Hall, while

me

own

"I

was

commented

around

I

knew

that

I

The main

that

I

as an

Due

state.

met other

1

Meeting other

wasn't alone, and

I

interns

students

provide contacts, and

make

students

more marketable

in the

business world. "The
professors are very

approachable, and they

was

questions because they

really
to

encourage

are there to help
learn,

competencies and core values. "The internships are a

for

in class."

commented junior Toya Wilson. Continual

communir. n lade Butler highly recognizable

if

you

and the only way

you

to learn

is

to ask

you have problems."

explained Johnson.

Though smdents

interaction with the surrounding professional
.

in the

that die professors

felt

were

insightful, there

some of the ground

that felt

interested business students.

with unnecessary work loads.

If

you don't put your

you won't go

what you

best foot forward.

as far," explained Wilson.

Sopho-

were those

level courses

Indianapolis comrr.unily, and provided contacts for

"I feel that the internships are only

WQ^

placement assistance,

in itself

goal of the College of Business

what goes on

"

on career

had people

could identify with."

beneficial supplement to
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to

individually advise

conveying key concepts and developing basic

it.

and

part

body, the faculty and

provide a respected professional education by

make

do your

to Butler's

helped to

senior

able to network, and

from other schools was a nice experience
because

to

strategies, offer

business ventures.

some hands-on experience

to gain

from around the

interns

some even

Farm (Insurance Company)

within the insurance world,"

Kevin Morris.

you

professors were able to

on campus

positions in areas of sports marketing at Hinkle and

intern helped

to

relatively small student

and insurance

corporations. Students also found

at State

up

and learn from your experiences,

you don't

you have no one

Butler business students were placed as interns in
ad\'ertising firms, entertainment

"Working

if

it is

it

blame but yourself."

internship requirement.

chose to begin their

the best of

"MGl

1

1.

were

filled

the History

of Business." complained Wilson, "had a work load
that

wasn't necessary,

to take one."

it

was

like taking a class just

"The College ofBusiness opens
doors ofopportunityfor it's students.
Business majors are given tfie opportunity
to meet a variety ofprofessionak in the

and are inspired to be
The College ofBusiness also

businessfield,
innovators

.

supports their undergraduates and gradu-

when it comes to making recommenIfound that working
within the College ofBusiness was an

ates

dations. Personally,

educational experience in

itself,

because I

was able to know professors on a one-toone basis. Tills proved to be very important when I

had

classes with the same

professors, because I knew that ifI ever

hadaproblem, I could cpproach them
without any reservations.
-Evona Johnson
Sophomore, Business Administration

Opposite Page: Freshmen Darin Siders and
Tony Brazada prepare a class assignment.
Left:

Business

Above:

Who

is all

about the final touches.

said professors never did any

work?
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to

"Pharmacy students live too much by the book, they need
be more laid back. If they don't, they'll end up cracking."
- Pat Klem
President,

Fourth year pharmacy class

Opposite Page: Dedicated third year students, Sarah Laswell and
Heidi Browne, are working hard the week before spring break. Do
these pharmacy students ever get a break?
This Page: Below: Rhonda Lee. where would you rather be?
Right: Third year student
the
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answer

Chad Shedron worked vigorously

to the long lost question of

why am

I still

here?

to find

-STEPHANIE THOMASThe pharmacy

building,

for approximately five

United

States.

The

was laiown

home away from home

as the

hundred pharmacy students from

entering class size

was around a hundred and

By

students.

year,

the

pharmacy

fifty

end of their second
had to

sttidenLs

making

them

people arc going to

for medication." joked

Klem.
graduate and perspective undergraduate

Realistically speaking,
transfer students

StudenLs

have the needed grade

from

one or

in the

fill

all

over the nation visited the renowned Butler

that

competing

to stay

you

and nationally recognized faculty

locally

assistant professor

& Co.

Inc.,

and Dr. Kenneth E. Robertson,

of pharmacy practice,

New

who

Pharmacy

ra:eived a grant from the

Practice Researchets of the

This past year. Buder became the
of only 50 schools

program.

top,"

in the nation to

A physician

first

was a mid-level

assistant

assistant (P.A)

practitioner,

who

diagnosed and managed o\er half of the routine patient problems

year Pharmacy student "Everyone

encountered by primary care

just as

good as you, and a

pharmacy

students,

of

lot

even the

grtiup practices, hospitals,

'smart'

every night studying."
nately,

most students don't achieve

"Pharmacy students

much by
more

the book.

laid back."

They need

to

class.

"If they

don't

clinical

w ork, Gasses were

be

w ould be

participated in extemships for

off-<:anipas, in

hospitals, or

one

PA

in

program

held both

at

Butler

eligible to take the certifying

of Physical Assistants.

Though

the College of

be

in.

Phannacy was considered an extremely

a graduate was guaranteed excellent job

placement and was completely prepared

for the

work

beginning to enter. "Yeah, the clas.«s were hard, and

end up cracking."

The

examination administered by the National Comniis,sion on Certification

difficult college to

President of the fourth year

phamiacy

combination of class and

bachelor of science degree and

live too

urged Pat Klem,

The program was made

conjunction with Methodist Hospital of Indianapolis.

and Methodist Graduates of the program would be awanJed with a

that is

noressary in order stop exc&ssive
stress.

clinics.

work, and a 2 1 -month professional phase, which consisted of a

Unfortu-

a work and play medium

probable areas that included pri\ate and

in

and

consisted of a pre-professional phase, which consisted of ckss and lab

ones, find that they spend almost

phamiacy students

and one

university in kidiana.

have a Physician

remarked Tiffany Qaik, a fourth

is

like

Foundation.
to

are constantly

on

its

Sandmann, research professor of phamiacy, who received

American Society of Hospital Pharmacists Researet and Education

Phamiacy

"Sometimes you just have

remember

J.

1994 Grants Program for

spots, consequently

the College of

Dr. Beveriy

a grant from Eli Lilly

competed with

excessively compedtive.

which they worked

to

Pharmacy came from

two open

in

dog

College of Pharmacy. The impeccable reputation of the College of

transfer students to

semester

my

wouldn't send

to continue in the coDege.

point average

Fifth-year

"I can't believe half these

stores.

1

have a required grade point average

that did not

they'll

community drug
be phannacists.

over the

all

Klem. "but making Everclear

in

our

first

fore^e

they were

stressftil."

organic chemisny lab

sighed

was

quite

entertaining."
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" /

would categorize a JCFA student as airyone with

an

interest in the arts.

to

Tlw ideal

JCFA

student Iws

have a balance of discipline and desire

his

or her goals

in

any genre

to

reach

"

oftlie

Arts

-Mist}' Sotlters

Graduate Teaching Assistant

r ER3:: RICH:
In 1895, four teachers

intended to teach students
faculty consisted of
violinist.

: ::;;"

assembled

who had

one vocal

open a new school

to

instructor,

two

pianists,

need

The

a passion for music.

and one

In 1978, because of an extraordinary art collection

donated to the college, the Jordan College of Fine Arts came to
be.

JCFA evoked ages

ment

that prided itself

of historical features of an estabhsh-

on one

thing

-

For over 100 years, the unique blend of culture and
attracted students

from

all

For the 1994-1995 school

College of Fine Arts.

Jordan College of Fine Arts, celebrated

its

year, the

centennial.

To

classes

Committee fimded a

which brought top musicians

series of

championships'

finals.

changing

society, part of the pride

JCFA's

became marked

with stereotypes and obstacles.

"Some people

and Showboat fame)

The master classes were

because students are music or

associate professor of cello.

dance majors,

coordinated by William

JCFA

many

reached

and nationally.

Gmbb,
that

academics never did. Regionally

JCFA was renowned for its

stemmed from techniques

techniques, but also

excellence, which

established back in the early nineteen

hundreds. The prestige of the college

was not just eamed by

by dedicated faculty, who were estabUshed

in the fine arts.

it

also encouraged

contemporary

it's

artists.

sUidents to

Under

to leaders in the arts, but

work with and perform with

the direction of Stanley

the Butler

Symphony Orchestra combined

renowned

pianist

"I nevei' h jd

remarked

?,

tliat

themselves, and
appreciation of
years.

I

all

'

i£

fee) shat

"but studying

own unique way

uvor the years,
cUt,

we

don't have

that classes are a

breeze," pointed out Clarke.

'They

are

dead wrong

because dance takes a
of you.

/\fter

I

at

Butler

expressing

have gained a larger

being here for four

don't care anymore, the only iliing

I

can express

lot

body

to perform."

is

who

Students like Clarke,

were

instilled

with pride from

not only the faculty but by the

individuality

and became another

prestige within

JCFA

especially in the fine

because

it

itself,

that questioned their artistic

.

yourself.

link in the era of

Essentially, individuality,

arts,

was very important

stood for the one thing that

tried to instill within all

my

out

You have to use your

overcame stereotypes

has their

fomis of

and

thuik that just

prestige of the college

problem expressing myself through dance,

e'.er
I

DeRusha,

forces with

Andre Watts.

daii.: ^e-iior Nicole Clarke,

showed me

to suidy,

entire

Not only did JCFA expose students
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ESPN

Rampal. and baritone William Warfiled (ofPorgy and Bess
to Butler.

Rowing

Eagle

network

the cable

individuaUty

like flutist Jean-Pieire

at

was used on

footage

generated from

master

WTBU

Creek Park. Some of the

In a rapidly

help

celebrate the centennial birthday of the college, the Butler

University Lectures

Championships

telecast the

arts

over the United States to the Jordan

arts,

broadcasted Uve reports of the World

when

individuality.

of here!"

to get out

In the telecommunications

of its students

JCFA had
-

Being

in

Piano Pedagogy

"JCFA opened the doors

my

to

long dream of studying and
dancing at the Alvin Alley American
Dance Theater this past summer in
New York City. When the dance
company came to Butler last year, I
had the opportunity to attend a
master dance class, and that was
where I found out how I could study
in New York over the summer.
Studying there was truly an experience of a lifetime, not only because
of the prestige that the name holds
in the dancing world, but because
life

was the first dance company
saw perform. It was truly
a dream come true. "
that

that I ever

-Nicole Clarke

Senior Dance Major

Opposite page Top: Drama with an attitude is
shown during a scene from the play, ""Boys From
Syracuse."
Bottom; Andre Watts performing u ith the Butler

Symphony Orchestra.
This page Left: A music major prepares for a
performance.
Above: Garret Crowe works at WTBU. Butler's
radio station.
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Opposite Page: Mrs. Darlene Sipes offers some of her famous
candy. This Page; below: Butler's newest editions to University
College, the incoming freshmen class, enjoyed the activites during
orientation week. Bottom: Jordan Hall - The home of University
College.

RsiT
-

Once

iVA BOLDRIDGE-

again, another year

went by. and another

group of helpless sophomore and transfer students
fell

victim to the requirement trap of University

College's Change and Tradition

"That class

the source of

is

sophomore David Rowles,

my

"I

(C&T) Program.

misery," sighed

even made a 10

in a class

about the torture that

was subjected

to there."

Sadly, the mental

useless,

the fact that

know what

and what makes

some of

it

"The
is

the professors don't even

they are talking about," remarked

Outside of

graduate from

stepping ground for uncertain and

on

to their appropriate college after

60 hours were

The college served
was

educate about other

to

many

lifestyles, but to

caused dread and nightmares.

nothing more

"It is

than a high school social studies class,"

com-

finished.

as a source of

information for those

who wanted

do something with the

it

new

Most students moved

undergraduates.

Complaints

Fortunately,

it?

University College was only a

avail.

class's goal

one ever

C&T, what was

their required

The

No

that scarred students?

rest

but weren't ready or didn't

life,

what

to

do

to get there.

to

of their

know

Classes

plained 'Becky', yet another victim that wished to

within the college were required

remain anonymous for the safety of her academic

courses, which exposed students to a

standings, "If

information

asked for

I

really

jammed

wanted

into

one

all

wide variety of

that useless

class,

I

would have

it."

What was
really that

the source of

all

that evil?

it

bad? Sophomore LaTasha Coleman,

disagreed, "I thought that the class
easy, there

Was

was

was

a lot of reading, but

bad as everyone said

it

it

pretty

wasn't as

would be." Senior Kevin

Morris agreed, "The class was easy, there was a
lot
it

of reading, but

it

wasn't as hectic as some said

would be." Wouldn't

it

have been easier

to

fields.

That meant

advisors had two jobs: to help the

new and uncertain, and to guide those
who were ready, to move to their
appropriate colleges.

were liked

Some

for reasons that

would consider
Darlene Sipes

a

is

little

faculty

some
"Mrs.

biased.

the greatest.

She

is

so sweet, and she always has a full jar

of candy ready for anyone
in,"

smiled David.

who comes

"I like her."

on topics

the countless

of torturous lectures of nothingness

about the course arrive year after year, but to no

world cultures and

it

required books, or the endless hours

I

even worse

another innocent sophomore victim.

Was

University College? Did anyone

scarring that David experienced wasn't rare.
is

that concentrated

found the answer.

minute speech

class

have required courses

that appealed to the students?

ORGANIZATIONS

ACTION
I

knew

there

were plenty of places I
wanted to be, but none where
I was supposed to be.
Tonto and the Lone Ranger
Fist Fight in

Heaven

Sherman Alexie
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Academic Clubs
by Sally Boles
Butler University

was home

dedicated to academics.
ers, outings.

a number of clubs

Three of Butler's active academic clubs,

saw an increase

also,

to

They sponsored events, speak-

in

membership and club func-

Walking through

the

C-Club

at

noon on Thursday,

one might have seen the Spanish Club

Members would meet
Spanish over lunch.

to

in action.

to

do

Huntsinger, decided

numbers up and I think we have done

all

the fun things the Biology

no

surprise.

Any

Club

that."

did, that

to get

With

would be

had the Pre-Law Club busy around election time

President of the Spanish Club, Justin Hockenmeyer,
the involvement in activities Like the

Indiana Council for the Humanities,

Latin dance

and an all-campus Christmas party. Sopho-

more, Anthony Benages, pointed

out,

"The Club gives

not only a better understanding of the language, but also

shows cultural differences so

that

we can better appre-

what we are learning."

when

the club sponsored

was very

in the sciences, the

active.

The Biology

for the unique this school year, hosting a

"Critter Crawl", a trip to the

lU Medical School, a

Congressman Kennedy's

and a debate between Representative

trip to Butler,

Andy Jacobs and opponent Marvin

Law Club also
to

Scott.

The

Pre-

scheduled activities that enabled

its

be better prepared for law school.

Indiana's First Lady, Susan Bayh, helped the club

arrange internships.
that

The club attended workshops

helped them to apply for law school, and to

build a professional portfolio.

President, Sohini

Gupta, noted, "We're trying to do some volunteer

work

this

year because lawyers sometimes have a

reputation as being greedy.

back

For those students interested

Club went

Leanne

student contemplating a future career in law

members

Butler Biology Club

President,

"One of my goals was

be worthwhile, you need to

way we all have a better chance to work and learn

sessions,

that,

were welcomed into the Pre-Law Club. This year

together."

ciate

spring "Trash-ball" game.

senior, felt,

that is to affiliate yourself with other

was pleased with

Gallahue. a

Cummings,

people who have similar interests, in this case, Spanish.
This

at

converse in

have practical application and constant practice and the

way

a picnic

to

in the

Alissa

"For a foreign language

C-Club

trip,

birthday party for Charles Darwin, and the annual

the

tions.

best

behind-the-scenes zoo

to the

With

all

We're

trying to give

community."
the choices of active

Butler, every sftident should

academic clubs

have been able

at

to find

a club that they could get involved with and thor-

oughly enjoy.

Above: Nicaraguan group,
" Guardabarranco" hosted by the
Faculty in Residence Program and the
Spanish Club, perform for the Butler
community.
,

Left: Faculty and students take part in
the Biological Sciences Picnic hosted by
the Biology Club.
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#

Above: Massachusetts Congressman
Joseph Kennedy, hosted by Pre Law Club.
Campus Democrats, and the Butler Political Science Association speaks
general public in Atherton.

to the
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ril never forget

when I got to

play Santa Claus.

It rekindles

youth in a way.
-

Rob Haack
President

YMCA

Above: Erin Litke and friend

are all smiles at a

meeting. Right: Monica Hanson and Karen
are far
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from camera shy

at a

Moe

YMCA meeting.

YMCA
by Garrett Crowe

A fifth grade boy broke across the court.

He was

rekindled that

able to

catch the basketball with his sweaty palms. Those hands

were trembling, but he was under
and hoop above and

control.

into the air,

he released the orange

effortlessly

through the

He

applauded him.
to

He saw

of him. With a

in front

He

net.

ball, that

looked

coach

commitment

who

to receive the other point.

a

and won the

from ear to ear

at his

The boy turned and gleamed

point.

coach,

who was

hope

underprivileged children's faces.

The

at the

Santa would give her a father for Christmas.
heart sank, he looked into the girl's sad

The coach and Santa were two of the
President of the
as a freshman,

if

Santa's

Rob Haack,

YMCA. Rob got involved with the YMCA

when he worked on

program (Direction

Sports), later

the basketball/tutoring

becoming the

never forget

I

got to play Santa Claus,"

YMCA gave gifts to needy children.

youth in a way.
Christmas

spirit.

"It

rekindles

When you're young, you're filled with this
As you get

older,

on campus

many

of the other

to ensure that the

sophomore Monica Hanson.

cluttered with gifts,

ft

got to the point

ran out of children to give gifts to."

in the

work with

others,

and

I

feel that

Hanson. 'Take

Hunger and Homelessness Food Drive,

which involved the housing

we

"I really like

everyone involved in

YMCA has that same goal," remarked
for instance the

food than

YMCA has both

community and on campus.

units.

ever imagined

Members of the

-

It

brought

our office was

in

more

filled!"

executive board were so dedicated that

you kind of lose

for the spring events.

Through programs ranging

fix)m the housing units singing against

remarked Haack, remembering the Giving Tree Program,

where the

to

money

when

it's

they even took part in a fundraising walkathon to raise

organization's leader.
"I'll

my best reward more

Dedicated to helping out others, the

and innocent eyes.

faces of

we

worked

asked him

As

again

This year, the Giving Tree Program was supported so

"Our office was

gathered

little gjrl

it

Giving Tree Program with two

student organizations

A coUege-aged Santa Claus, complete with beard and an
in

to the

are

encouraged and was supported by

that

down

do

YMCA renewed

strongly that according to

as overjoyed as the

boy.

assortment of gifts, gazed

can't wait to

needy were remembered during the holiday season.

Since he had been

studying science with his coach, he answered the question
correctly

I

churches within the community. The program actively

scored a point for the team, but he had
fish or

me.

The

than anything else."

swished

at his

spirit in

These underprivileged kids see Santa Claus

Those smiling kids

as hope.

the net

gracefiil leap

answer the question of whether a dolphin was a

mammal

this year.

it.

This

Spring Sing to dedicating time
Center, the

YMCA,

accomplished

at the

one another in

Indianapolis

Day

with the help of dedicated members,

their goal:

to

make

the world a

little bit

better off than before.

Above: Karen Moe, Linnea Leatherman. and
friend relax in front of

while attending a

Ross Hall's candy machine

YMCA meeting.
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SUFA

(STUDENTS UNITED IN FINE ARTs)

by Katey Wilks

For a few years, the

JCFA

faculty and students within the separate

Student

Along with the change of name

Council was not performing up to the

majors."

expectations of the students involved.

and goal, came a new constitution and four

"The Student Council seemed so high

target areas that

schoolish

in the past years,

council wasn't able to

and the student

come

Randy Noak, Coordinator of

Internal

Affairs.

In order to

JCFA,

improve

Student Council, changed

their entire format.

Before, the Council required officers of
different ranks that consisted of a secretary, treasurer, vice-president,

dent.

and presi-

The meetings were conducted

in

needed work. The four

to support

mutual support

JCFA,

to support

and encourage

inter-department cooperation, and to

faculty within the Jordan College of Fine

JCFA

:

to serve as a united voice for the

students of

communication between students and
Arts, the

were

and understanding among the students of

together,"

explains

targets

an

increase communication with the Butler

community at large. With these guidelines,
SUFA managed to pull JCFA together.
The new SUFA, worked to bring JCFA
closer with the rest of the Butler Arts

community. One of the ways
extended their arms

that they

was
Co-Ed Naked

to the students

official

manner, and because of the offices

during their

and the

official nature of the meetings, the

Twister. During this event, the students of

SUFA

student council wasn't prospering.

""What

we needed was

the college,"

Chair of

unification within

remarked Mara Kaiser, Co-

SUFA.

In response to concerns

similar to Kaiser's,

The Students

SUFA

for the Unification of Fine

Arts had one main goal, change.

Noak

described the basic immediate goal

open the

lines of

as,

"To

communication between

left

event,

good luck posters

for the

different groups participating in recitals.

Overall,

SUFA, was

a noticeable and

worthwhile improvement

JCFA

was formed.

also

first

compensated

for the changing

responsibilities that fell

of

to the

former

Student Council. The changes done

JCFA.

upon

demands and
members

the

SUFA members get twisted during a game of Twister.
One SUFA member hit the hay.
Center: Another SUFA member showed her gymnastic and balancing ahihly.
This page: Guess what this SUFA member is?
Opposite Page: Top:

Bottom:

Bottom

Left:

Members

of

BSU

Participate in the Activities fair

Below: Sociology Professor, Marvin Scott, speaks to students
about his campaign for the 10th Congressional District at a
reception in his honor in the University Club.
Right: BSU member, Mercedes, finds how life actually is behind
the wheel during Disability Awareness Day.

BlackStudent Union

Alter three years of winning

tiie

Award, the highest honor awanled

work

outstanding
that the

"We

in the

prestigious

Lamp

Wisdom

with their success.

satisfied

as an organization can never stop and feel content with
is

only as strong as

improve,

its

members."

This year, the

to the past, student involvement

concem

the interest and

was

"An

BSU

organizations kept old

organization

did just that

The

and they don't

was fought

for

realize that

by those who cared

to

make

BSU the best,"

are a

pan of

remarked

Frierson.

From day

when

new

members

paiticipated in orientation meetings with

minority students, and in an effort to

adjusting to the

right

new

make

sure that they

Buddy Program

environment. "The

minority students to have an outiet

informed Co-President, Toya Wilson,
for us

when we

litde bit easier."

M

first

came, and

if

if tiiey

is

a

were

way

"We

we can

all

help,

it

makes

hard

life at

it

was

college a

was involved

new

Atiierton's

in bringing

1994 Miss America,

TTieir woric

to Butier.

formula for bringing

The involvement of
stated,

tfie fire

House

ones.

Patty,

on campus proved

back

into

be

to

one of tfie top

BSU wasn't just limited to the campus,

""We must help those

people that education

is tiie

of becoming successful."

for

need help or diiection,"

know how

in

was during

organizations on campus.

their

new

BSU

Kimberly Aiken,

Wilson
one,

Greek

historically black

members busy and bnought

highlight of die year

"Students get

what they see now, and

for the 10th Congressional District

-

tiie

spoiled,

campaign

and an informational expo of

relentless, but recendy,

for the organization declined.

started low, but activities like

tournaments, sponsorship of a reception for Professor Marvin
Scott during his

how

always room for improvement,"

remarked Herschel Frierson, Co-Piesident of BSU.

may have

Involvement

involvement in Disability Awareness Day, fashion shows, card

campus community, one would have thought

Black Student Union would be

things are going because there

is

of

to a student organization for

key to success

BSU members

Thursday aftemoons tutoring

"Working

vvitii tiiose

shows them

tiiat

out Our goal

is

already

someone

who need

at tiie

and

as

Teaching young

will help their

did just

tiiat

chances

spending

hdiana Boys School.

who have been

cares,

it.

considered

that tfiere is alw^ays

to not only enrich the lives

of

tiiose

lost

a

way

on campus,

but also the lives of those within the communilv."

Top: Ttie members of the Blactc Student Union gathers
together for their weelcly meeting in Jordan Hall.
Above: Co-Presidents Toya Wilson and Herschel Frierson
greet IVliss America 1994. Kimberly Aiken, and Indiana's
First Lady, Susan Bayh, during Atherton's "House Party".
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

i

by Mercedes Douglas

It

was

quite a year for

percent of the Class of '95 turned out to

SGA. The

infamous gun fight between administration and the students. SGA played an
integral part in denouncing its unsolicited

vote for their Ross Hall representative.

opinion on the matter. So what, the

be great, but

students were shot
Butler's fearless

down! To quote

SGA

leader Justin

SGA

Vice-President Joel Elliott re-

"more student action would
SomeI don't blame them.
times it's hard to stay up on everything."
Sophomore Janelle Williams admitted. "I

marked

that

know

administration saying that the students are

it is an important, not to mention,
powerful group on campus, and I keep

concerned and want to be included

saying

I

how

goes sometimes."

Decker, "We've sent a message to the
in

important decisions."

What about

it

was

SGA who

SGA

you know
continues

Decker commented that "SGA
has improved over the last three years
and it continues to progress." Ross
freshman representative Greg Morwick
was very optimistic. "The meetings are
to thrive.

Ripple? Well, whether you agreed with
or not,

will get involved, but

Despite any troubles.

booze
Broad

the ever popular

bus, oops sorry, shuttle bus to

it

it

helped get the

wheels rolling on that one. Junior ResCo
representative Herschel Frierson re-

a unique

marked, "That's what the students wanted
and sometimes you have to put your own

cool," he said jokingly. "It

opinions aside for the good of the student

opportunity to help decide

body.""

campus experience would be." He
added. "There are so many more things
want to do. like put an end to the great

With

all its activity,

SGA

often dealt

with a lack of student involvement in
affairs.
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For example

its

less than twenty-five

is

system where students truly got the

how

terrorizing of the bathrooms!"

their

I

Opposite Page: Top:
Streets", but

Right:

SGA

of students

all

SGA members

and freshmen were supposed

they appear to be doing

Vice President Joel

Elliott

now

is

going into

who were opposed to Public Safety carrying guns.
One of the Comedy Cellar's comedian strikes

This Page: Below:

Bottom: Butler students as part of the

to

be going "Into the

eat!

speaks out against the administration on the behalf

SGA

a

wondrous pose.

sponsored "Into The Streets" help out

at the

Indiana Boys School.

»
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"Over Spring Break, we will send 20 to 30 students to
Daytona Beach, where we do serious evangelism among
students. With students from all over the country, we will
hang around on the beach, doing various things to tell the
people about Christ.
-

Jeff Daratony, Advisor

Opposite Page Top; Students socializing after a Prime

Time meeting.
Bottom: A Prime Time musician.
Above: Social gatherings were one way

to

keep students

interacting within the group.

Right:

More music and fun

at

the

Thursday

nite

meetings.
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Campus CrUJsade foe ChrEst
by Stephanie Thomas
was

It

on a Thursday evening

nitie-thirty

in

Holcomb.

Butler students were singing, clapping, being rowdy, and

having fun

at the

meeting of

Campus Cmsade
tional organization
all faiths.

The

Campus Cmsade

for Christ

non-denomina-

for Christ, a Christian

on Butler's campus, welcomed people of

goal of the organization

was

by short-term mission

and help spread

projects.

news of Jesus Christ and make
Chris Bittinger.

"Our goal

disciples," explained junior

Members accomplished

weekly Thursday night meeting, Bible
.social

their beliefs

to spread the

is

this

through the

studies,

and through

events.

of the impoitant aspects of Prime Time was singing with the

member band accompaniment. Songs ranged from

slow ballads

to fast

encouraged to clap
music, and

in

wanted

to study,

and meeting limes differed

schedules.

Conferences, stressing

from other
fall,

in

new

nearijy univeniities,

acquaintances,

were held during

The

Christmas, and spring break.

Brown County,

Indiana

was a

their

hands and actively participate

consisting of sports, songs, speakers, campfires,

and

The Christmas Conference was a

fiiendship.

week

of speakers. Christian musicians, and

full

Indiana.

Daytona Beach was the

sponsored by

Campus

Daytona Beach
in the

between songs, student leaders performed

fall retreat

highlight

all

last

to

over

conference

Crttsade for Christ

For spring break, students headed

upbeat music. Students were

to

ensure flexibility with students' conflicting

seminars attended by students from

Thursday night meetings were called Prime Time. One

five

groups decided individually what they

their

to help reach

students for Christ, help Christians build a strong personal
relationship with Jesus Christ

groups organized by dormitories. Leaders and

down

meet with people from

the country. "Basically,

I

to

all

over

shared Jesus Christ with

people on the beach," exclaimed Bittinger.

informational skits with the usage of colorfiil outfits and

Smdents had fun laying out on the beach, and

humorous comments.

leaming

"Prime Time has grown over the years from ten to as

many
what
part
little

as 100 people," rejoiced Bittinger,

God

has done on this campus."

"A

testimony to

The most important

of Prime Time was the teaching of various subjects

"sermons"

that

were relevant

Campus Crusade sponsored
conferences for students.

to

everyday student

in

life.

various Bible studies and

The Bible

studies

were small

how

Biblical principles applied to

them

and the world.
Social events were another

Cmsade
The

kick-off party

the school

was held

at the

beginning of

where new people who were

met with other
of food,

way Campus

for Christ reached out to Butler students.

active students.

football,

and

interested

The event was

full

flisbee.
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Conflict
The

praise of ancient

authors precedes not from the
reverence of the dead, but from
|the

competition and mutual envy
of the Uving.

Leviathan

Thomas Hobbes
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BASKETBALL

MEN'S BASKETBALL (15-12, 8-7
'7

don

't

be new

think the

to

gym has

MCC)
to

be good. I've

played ball as long as I can
remember. I've been

about every
Hinkle

is

gym

in just

there

well-lighted.

is,

and

The

rims are great and there 's not

a bad seat

in the

house for

come out

anyone who wants

to

and see

It's

the

game.

one of

L- ST. PETER'S*, 68-80
W- COLGATE*, 84-74
W- At Portland, 75-74
W- VALPARAISO, 82-80
W- At Indiana State, 84-67
L- BALL STATE, 77-85
L- MERCER, 59-74
W- DEPAUW, 76-47
L- At Indiana, 66-89
W- At Wisconsin-Green Bay*, 56-43
W- SACREMENTO STATE, 90-62
W- At Wisconsin-Milwaukee*, 64-48
W- LOYOLA*, 61-58
L- At Illinois-Chicago, 82-100
W- NORTHERN ILLINOIS, 67-59
W- At Cleveland State, 81-78
L- LA SALLE, 71-73
L- DETROIT, 85-88

W- WISCONSIN-MILWAUKEE*, 85-75
L- WISCONSIN-GREEN BAY*, 60-61
W- At Loyola*, 67-50
W- ILLINOIS-CHICAGO*, 100-84
W- NOTRE DAME, 76-60
L- At Northern Illinois*, 70-89
L- At Wright State*, 79-83
L- XAVIE^*, 66-81
L- Detroit (MCC), 53-59

— Fry's
Stanford,
— Midwestern Collegiate
Conference
game.
—
ConferCollegiate
Midwestern
MCC

#

Invitational,

.v>^^

Calif.

*

the best

gyms

in the country.

ence Tournament
-

J

Travis Trice

^^
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BASKETBALL
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL (21-6, 13-3
MCC)
W- W.Michigan

,

77-76

L- Louisville, 71-75

"We play seven
ences.

different confer-

This lends us to a lot of

different styles

of play. The new

W- Georgia Tech, 67-66
W- Northeastern, 72-48
W- BALL STATE, 79-66
W- INDIANA STATE, 86-76
W- CINCINNATI, 83-56
W- George Mason, 84-56
L- Maryland, 64-68

teams and

cities in the

set the stage for

some

conference
classic

W- LOYOLA, 84-54
W- N. ILLINOIS, 77-61
W- Wisconsin-Milwaukee,

65-46

L- Wisconsin-Green Bay, 62-76

college basketball rivalries.
-

Coach June Olkowski

W- Illinois-Chicago, 64-60
W- LA SALLE, 81-59
W- Cleveland St., 74-71

W-WRIGHT STATE, 69-58
W- XAVIER, 84-62
W- Detroit, 71-67
L- Notre

Dame, 56-68

W- Dayton, 58-44
W- ILLINOIS-CfflCAGO, 69-61
W- Northern Illinois, 75-74
L- UW-GREENBAY, 61-62
W- UW-MILWAUKEE, 81-48
W- Loyola, 66-55
L- Detroit, 56-64
•
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LACROSSE

"We 've got a

lot

of games

with Top Ten teams this year

Duke, Georgetown,

like

Loyola, Virginia,

and North

W- At Pfeiffer,
W-

going to be very

(6-9)

L- At Duke, 4-19

Carolina.
"It's

LACROSSE

15-6

ST. JOSEPH'S, 17-2

difficult,

L- At Georgetown, 5-11

but

if we

beat some of these

teams, our chances offinishing
in the top

12 and making the

NCAA tournament are excel-

L- At Loyola (Md.), 5-20

WL-

HOB ART,

L-

MICHIGAN STATE,

"
lent.
-

Coach John Hind.

At Radford, 14-8
13-17

L- At Notre Dame, 4-7

W- CANISIUS,

16-12

W- OHIO STATE,
"On my way

to practice

day my freshman
asked

if I

year, I

was going

one

was

to catch

-

Junior Terry

Mercer

•,jiTO«»i»;L » <««t<«llWigS»l<«f -'"!»><.>
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14-7

L- At North Carolina,5-2

L-

OHIO WESLEYAN,

L- At Air Force, 7-9

W- At Denver,

butterflies.

8-13

17-3

8-10

83
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FOOTBALL

"Butler has been a lot more

than I expected. I wasn 't sure

FOOTBALL (7-3, 4-1

what

L-

to

expect with the small

classes, but everyone

HOFSTRA,

W- At St.

has

PFL)

0-41

Xavier, 42-6

W- GEORGETOWN,

31-21

welcomed me with open arms.

WEvery day I look forward
going to

things, its
to take

it

W- At Drake*,

class.

"Once you own a

At Wisconsin-Stevens Point, 28-16

to

28-20

L- At Valparaiso*, 14-20
lot

of

harder for anyone

away from you.

I've

W- DAYTON*,

14-20

W- DAYTON*,

31-24

W- SAN DIEGO*,

38-21

W-EVANSVILLE*,49-14
prepared myself. The sky 's the
L- At Alabama- Birmingham, 14-19
.1,^54'

>^^:-*^*

I

limit.
*
-

—Pioneer

Football League

Game

Arnold Mickens

^>^zvig ^y^'^M^^i'^T^^^^i&m
i^^^^li^j^^iKm!.:
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VOLLEYBALL
Volleyball (18-14)

"We've got the best team

L-at

we 've had in my four

unity

Brigham Young

(0-3)

L-at U. of Washington (1-3)
L-at U. of Colorado (0-3)

years here. Everyone has fun
together

and likes

to

be around

one another Ifs really fun.

We 're a

W-INDIANA STATE
L-at

team, because

we can

't

(3-1)

L-at Cal Poly (0-3)

Aubum

(2-3)

W-at Mississippi

over-

teams. But

we

have an attitude that we 're
going to pursue every single

L-INDL\NA(l-3)
Salle (3-0)

W-at Temple

Senior Jonell Pinkerton

(3-0)

W-UNC GREENSBORO (3-1)
W-CHICAGO STATE (3-0)
W-DAYTON (3-1)
W-at La

ball."

(3-0)

L-at Ohio State (0-3)

W-at Valparaiso

power many

(3-2)

(0-3)

W-at Miami
L-at

very hard working

Iowa

(3-1)

L-at Ball State (0-3)
L-at Louisville (0-3)

W-at Wisconsin-Milwaukee

(3-0)

W-at Wisconsin-Green Bay

(3-0)

W-EASTERN E^LINOIS
"I messed up the first play

and

then I froze. But as soon as I

got

my first kill,

back

in the

I

was

right

game and I have

been comfortable playing ever
since.

"

W-at Loyola

(3-1)

(3-0)

L-at Notre Dame (0-3)
L-XAVIER (1-3)

W-N. ILLINOIS

(3-2)

W- ILLINOS-CHICAGO

(3-0)

L-at ininois state ((1-3)

W-CEVELAND STATE (3-0)
W- WRIGHT STATE (3-1)
W-ILLINOIS-CHICAGO
L-Northem

(3-0)

Illinois (0-3)

Freshmen Heather Cox

*-*wl^^5
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BASEBALL
Baseball (22-27)

L-

Shortstop Brian Zaun

won a

L-

Conference Player of the

award early

in April.

Week

at Cincinnati, 8-1

W- lUPUI-FT. Wayne. 10-9
W- At Lolouisville, 7-6
W- Tennessee Tech @ Louisville,

NORTHEASTERN

L.W- At UNC-Asheville*

W- At UNC Asheville*,
W- At Furman*, 12-10
-

"He 's a

real

7-2

ILLINOIS.

1-3

4-5, 3-2
1

1-4

L- At The Citadel*. 5-6
L- At SouthCarolina*, 1-9

solid shortstop. I don 't

want

to

L- At Charleston Southern*, 9-12
L- At South Carolina*, 5-21

jinx him, but I think he has a

chance

to

be drafted

in the

middle-to-late rounds. Butler's

lack of recognition might hurt
him,

and

there's

a

lot

of good

W- MARION,

6-5

L,W- At Indianapolis, 3-4, 8-4
W,L- At Oral Roberts, 1 1-9,7-8
W,L- At Oral Roberts, 6-3, 1-4
W,L- BALL STATE, 5-1, 2-3
L,L- At Notre Dame, 5-11, 5-15
L,L- At Notre Dame, 1-3, 5-17

W- PURDUE, 5-4
W,L- ILL. CHICAGO,
L,W-ILL. CHICAGO.
W- INDIANA, 4-2

13-9, 3-9

10-12, 10-3

INDIANAPOLIS, 8-10
L,W_ At Northern Illionis, 3-10. 15-3
W, L- At Northern Illionis, 7-4, 3-9
L-

players, but the pro scouts are
definitely interested in him.

Coach Steve Farley

L- At Wright State, 9-19

INDL\NA STATE, 8-13
W,W-AtXavier. 9-1, 13-5
L-

L-AtXavier, 8-12

W-

At Valparaiso, 17-10

W,L- WIS.
W,L- WIS.

MILWAUKEE,
MILWAUKEE,

6-3, 10-14
8-6, 5-15

L- At Indiana State, 7-11
*

—Spring Break
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SOFTBALL
SOFTBALL (17-31)
L- Rhode Island*, 1-2
L- Siena*, 2-3

"When I played Butler when

W-

Lehigh*, 10-9

L- Manhattan*, 1-8

I

was

the

liked the

coach at Dayton, I

campus and I thought

W- Zona*, 5-4
W- Siena*, 2-0
W- Fairfield*, 3-2
L- Niagara*, 1-2

back of my mind that

in the

they ever

had a job open

W- lona*, 4-1
if

L- Marist*, 0-9

Wup, I

Hartford*, 1-0

L,L- At Indiana State, 0-8,0-6

W,W- BRESCIA,

would

like to

come

job opened up

last

here.

The

summer and

3-2, 8-0

L,W- DETROIT, 1-4, 6-2
L,L- At Wright State, 4-2, 0-7
W,L- At IndianapoHs, 2-1,1-3
L,L- At Cleveland State, 0-3, 0-4

I applied. Fortunately, I

able to

"This

come
was

was

here.

the easiest transi-

L,W- At Pennsylvania,

3-6, 11-4

W,L- At La Salle, 4-1, 1-3
W, L- NORTHEASTERN ILL., 3-1,
L,L-LOYOLA, 1-13, 1-4
L,L- UW-GREEN BAY, 1-2, 2-3

4-5

L,w- At Valparaiso, 0-5, 5-3

tion I

have ever made. These

kids are great.
-

New head coach Jeryl Neff

L,L- EASTERN ILLIONIS,
W- Bellarmine**,2-0

1-10, 1-6

L- At Kentucky Wesleyan**,l-2
L- Southern Indiana**, 0-2

L,W- At lUPUI,

2-8, 4-0

L,L- At ILL.-Chicago, 0-7, 0-6
L,L- At Northern

Illinois, 0-8, 1-9

—Florida Spring Trip
** — Kentucky Wesleyan Tournament
*
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SOCCER
MEN'S SOCCER (8-12-1, 5-3MCC)
"/ expect this to be the best of

my four years

here, just

because

we have a good set offreshmen,
sophomores, juniors, and very
experienced seniors.
-

Senior Emily Winternheimer

"I'm really excited about

how

we 've been playing. Now that
this program is in its fourth year,
we 've got a lot of depth. We 've
got some really good players
that serve as a good base for the
rest

of the people.
-

Sophomore Alisa Pyket

"We didn
would come

't

think anyone

(Butler

IM fields),

but the bleachers were full.

It

T- At Ohio State, 1-1

W- NORTHERN ILLIONIS*, 3-2
W- WRIGHT STATE*, 2-0
L- San Diego#, 2-4
L- Fresno State*, 1-2
L- Marquette @ Evansville, 1-4
L- At EvansvUle, 0-2
L- SOUTH ALABAMA, 0-1
L- At Wisconsin- Milwaukee*, 1-3
W- At Wisconsin- Green Bay*, 1-0
L- At Maryland, 0-5
L- At La Salle*, 0-3
W- Western Illionis @ Kentucky, 3-2 (OT)
W- At Kentucky, 1-0
L- WESTERN KENTUCKY, 2-4

W- DETROIT*, 3-2
L-XAVIER*,

makes you play

harder.

The fans were cheering and you
could hear them. You can 't hear

them

(at Kuntz).
-

92

Paul Barton

1-4

*MCC match
#Met Life Tournament

WOMAN'S SOCCER (11-9, 5-2MCC)
W- WRIGHT STATE*, 6-1
W- Rutgers @ Notre Dame*, 2-1
L- At Michigan State, 0-1

W- At LOYOLA*, 3-1
W- At Northern Illinois*, 3-0
L- INDUNA, 5-0
L- At Wisconsin- Milwaukee*, 4-7
L- At Wisconsin- Green Bay*, 1-2
L- At Dayton, 0-1 (OT)

W- XAVIER*, 4-2 (OT)
L- EVANSVILLE, 1-2 (OT)
L-

really

1-4

W- At Cleveland State*, 2-1
W- Northen Illionis(MCC Tournament),

WISCONSIN, 0-1

W- At Detroit*, 3-1
W- CREIGHTON, 5-1
L- At Duke, 2-4 (OT)
L- North Carolina State

@

Duke, 1-2

W- Northern Illinois (MCC Tournament), 4-0
W- Wis.- Milwaukee (MCC Tournament), 3-0
L- Notre Dame (MCC Tournament), 1-5
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SWIMMING

"The hardest part about

swimming
repetitive.

is

that

it's

"Thank goodness

the water's

boring and

Swimming brings

too cloudy you can

't

see the

out your inner drive. You can
stop, sit this
in

on

time.

one

out,

not

come

You 're only cheat-

hairballs on the bottom of the

pool today. "I hope they don

't

ing yourself. Because of swim-

ming, when I'm tired I always

find a

little

more

that's better

come up and grab me.

"

"

Junior Casey Sweeny

Freshman Lisa

Elliot
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CROSSCOUNTRY
"We would consider
to

last

year

be a breakthrough year. This

year

is vital

though, because

we

some of the top teams

the talent to beat
injury-free
in the

them

and are

in

We have

the nation every week.

if

we

At Bradley

stay

willing to put

Invitational:

At Eastern Michigan

At Purdue

are going to be competing
against

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

At Notre

2nd of 16

Invitational:

Invitational:

3rd of 9

3rd of 8

Dame Invitational:

1

1th of

22

At Indiana Intercollegiate Meet: 6th of 23

At

MCC Meet: 4th of 10

At

NCAA District IV Meet:

19 of 32

work.
-

Junior Scott Lidskin

WOMAN'S CROSS COUNTRY
At Bradley

Invitational: 6th of 15

"Last year, I think there was only

At Eastern Michigan

three points between places four,

At Purdue

five,

to

be

the

and

This year

we want

in at least the top four

new
-

96

six.

of

conference.

Junior Angee

Mc Knight

At Maine

Inviational: 5th of 5

Pre-District:

8th of

1

Invitational: 7th of 10

At Indiana

Intercollegiate Meet: 6th of

At

MCC Meet: 3rd of 11

At

NCAA District IV Meet:

18-31

20
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TRACK & FIELD
MEN'S TRACK
Indoor

At Purdue Open; No Team Score

BUTLER OPEN: No Team
At

Score

MCC MEET: 6th of 6

BUTLER QUALIFIER: No Team

"My

ultimate goal

is to

At

Score

Ind. Intercollegiate Meet: 6th of 16

Outdoor

qualify for Nationals, but

would be great

to cut

BUTLER INVITATIONAL:

2nd of 5
At Ind. Intercollegiate Meet: 8th of 10
At Tennessee Sea Ray Relays: No Team

it

10 sec-

Score

onds off my
privilege.

time.

It

was a nice

Our coach wouldn

At Indiana State

Inv.:

4th of 6

At Drake Relays: No Team Score
At Billy Hayes Inv.: No Team Score
't

WOMAN'S TRACK
have taken us out there
didn 't think that

done

if he

we would have

Indoor

At Purdue Open: NO Team Score
At MCC Meet: 6th of 6
At Indiana: No Team Score

BUTLER QUALIFIER: No TEam Score

well.

At
-

Lubbehusen

Ind. Intercollegiate Meet: 6th of

20

BUTLER LAST CHANCE: No Team
Score

Outdoor

BUTLER INVITATIONAL:

2nd of 5
At Ind. Intercollegiate Meet: 6th of 7
At Tennessee Sea Ray Relays: No Team
Score

At Indiana State: 7th of 7
At Indiana State: 6th Of 7
At Drake Relays: No Team Score
At Billy Hayes Inv.: No Team Score
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TENNIS
MEN'S TENNIS (12-5)
W- MORHEAD STATE, 4-3
W- EASTERN ILLIONIS, 6-1
W- UW-MILWAUKEE, 7-0
Spring

L- At Purdue, 2-5

W- DAYTON,
"Last year (94-95) I thought

6-1

L- At Louisville, 1-6
L- St. John's*, 3-4

W-

Liberty*, 6-1

L- Livingston*, 3-4

we had a mediocre year. We
had a fairly good showing

at

W- VALPARAISO, 7-10
W- DETROIT, 7-10
W- TOLEDO, 6-1
L-

conference, but

have more

we needed

intensity.

to

"

W-AtXavier,

least

second

and win

like to

At MCC TOumament: 3rd of 10

—Florida Spring

Trip.

place at

conference

at least 75 percent of

our matches.

6-1

WOMAN'S TENNIS

in the

1-6

7-0

W- WESTERN KENTUCKY, 4-3
**

"We would

NOTHERN ILLIONIS,

W- WRIGHT STATE,

"

W-

(3-4)

At Indianapolis, 9-0

Inv.: No Team Score
W- ILLINOIS-CHICAGO*, 6-3
Sept. 23- WIS.-MILWAUKEE*, Cancelled
Sept. 24- CIEVELAND STATE*, Cancelled

At Eastern lUionis

L-

LOUISVILLE,

0-9

L- At Wright State*, 2-7

Coach Charles Daus

@ Wright State, 3-6
NORTHERN ILLIONIS*, Cancelled

L- Wisconsin- Green Bay*
Oct. 3-

W- CINCESINATI,

7-1

At Ball State Tournament: No Team Scores Kept
L- At Xavier*, 2-7
At MCC Tournament: 6th of 10
At Rolex Midwest Championships: No Team Scores

*MCC Contest
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Resolution
What is

the

feeUng when you're
driving

away from people

and they recede on the plain
you see their specks dispersing?
it's the too-huge world vaulting
us, and it's good-bye. But we
ylean forward to the next crazy
venture beneath the skies.
till

-On The Road
Jack Kerouac^
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Corey Alvarez
Temperance.MI.Speech Language Pathology

Angela Angstmaim
Marion.lN.Chemistry

Laurel Atkins

Miamisburg.OH.Dance

Kimberly Augustine
ElkhaitlN.Speech Language Pathology

Rachel Bevers
Seymour.INAlusic Education

Eva Boldridge
Carmel.IN.Biology

Jonathan Briars
Kouts.IN.Finance

Anthony Bridgeman
Sicideri'ille.NJ.Political

Science

Alicia

Bruno

Gaiy.IN.Pubiic Corporate Communication

Sasha Carter
Thomtown.lN.Secondary Education
Heidi

Copp

Columbia City.IN.Music Education
Jennifer

Cox

Seymour,IN,Marketing

Danna Cripe
Indianapolis.IN.Speech Language Pathology

Katherine Crossland
Lidianapolis.IN.Marketing

Richard Decker
Indianapolis.IN.Finance

Amy Demczyk
Gahanna,OH,Elementary Education

Andrea Doster
Michigan City,lN.Marketing
Charissa Dresden
Highland.IN.Biology

Michael Duggan
Chesterton,IN.Psychology

Neal Eggeson
Elkhart.IN.Philosophy

j%'k^)tr>^':
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Tyra Seldon Remembers....
One of my most memorable moments at Butler University was
March 22, 1992. It was second semester of my freshman year and
I had recently been inducted into Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority,
Inc. It

was a very

exciting time because our chapter

inactive for several years.

had been

On this night, we were going to have

our "neophyte" stepshow. It is a show that historically Black
Greek organizations perform to introduce their new members,
teach their history, and show off new steps.

Considering

was very nervous for I did not like performEven though we had been advertising all
week and were expecting the usual crowd for a Butler party, I
was actually hoping that we had a small crowd.
However, the party attendance exceeded our wildest expectations; there were over three hundred people crammed into
Robertson Chapel. To make matters worse, we had made some
last minute changes to the show the night before and I didn't
know my right foot from my left. I was sure that I was going to
this, I

ing in front of crowds.

ruin the show.
Well, when our moment of truth came, I wanted to throw up,
break a leg, or just die; anything would have been fine, just to get
out of performing and messing up everyone else's night. Honestly, I did mess up a couple of times, but no one noticed.
Our coordination, hand movements, chants, and steps made it

impossible to notice individual screw-ups, so, collectively, the

show was a success. Many of my friends came up on the stage
and gave me hugs, good wishes, and words of praise. It turned
out that what I thought would be the worst day of my life was the
best and I'll never forget the natural high that I received after the
performance.
Tyra Seldon learns to navigate a wheel chair
during Disability Awareness Week.

Stacy Engel

Kokomo.IN.Secondar>' Education

Teresa Faith
Elizabeth,IN,Pharmacy

Renee Farace
Brownstown,[N,Early Childhood Education

Kevin Foltz
RichmondlN.Public Relations

CvTithia Fortune

Rosweli.GA.Music

Ann

Fulkerson

Wolcotl.IN.Joumalism
Kelley Gallagher

Bridgeton.MO.Accounting

Kara Gu-oa\
Bourbonnais.L.Pharmacv
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Dawn

GrifBn

Boxboro.MA.Secondary Education

Robert Haack
Granite City.L,Actuarial Science

Amy

Harrell

Wabash.IN.Public Corporate Communication

Brandi Harris

Greenwood,IN,Pharmacy

Kristen Hilliard

Wilmington.DE.Psyciiology

Heather Holzer

Crown

Point,[N,Elementary Education

Amy

Hughes

Indianapolis.IN.Accounting

Leanne Huntsinger
Indianapolis,IN,Biology

Margaret Hyre
RociiesterJVn.Actuarial Science

Laurie Jana
Kewanna.IN,Secondary Education
Kristine Jarzyna
IVIicliigan

City,IN,Pharmacy

Megan John
Hope.EN.Radio/Television

Jori Johnson

Cedar LakeJN.Pertbrmance

Mara

Kaiser

Richmond.IN.Arts Administration.Tlieater

Mem

Patrick

Chicago.IL.Pharmacy

Cynthia Krebs
Cold Spring,KY,Phamiacy

Christina Laukaitis

Dubuque.IA.Biology

Lae'L Leininger
Al^ron.LN'.Secondary Education

Veronica Locker
Peona,iL.Accounting

Edward Manuszak
Temperance,MI£lementary iiducation
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Melissa Burden Remembers ....
Studying abroad was the most memorable experience I had in

my

The five months I spent in Paris really tested all
of the notions of independence and self-reliance I had begun to form in
my first two years at Butler. I was completely immersed in a new
language, culture, family, and circle of friends, and I was thousands of
miles away from everyone I loved. It was scary, but so exciting! For
the first time, I had an entire city to explore at my leisure. Whether
fom- years of college.

going to the opera, night clubs, or rushing through the Louvre to see
all

before closing, everything was a learning experience

—even

it

getting

from the airport.
had quite an adventure getting to the dorm from the airport

into Paris
I

because my ride didn't show up. So,
with a Frenchman
city.

I

got into a friendly conversation

who explained which train I needed to take into the

Then, he took me out to the platform and

me there.

left

Fortu-

was a (cute) guy named Jerome who was waiting for the
same train; however he spoke no English. Anyway, he helped me with
my bags and buying my ticket He then led me through the metro
station to the train. Before I got off an hour and a half later, he gave
me 20 francs (5 dollars) because I didn't have much French money.
When I said I couldn't take it, he smiled, kissed my hand, and said,
"Non, c'est ma plaisir" (it's my pleasure). That was how we parted.
After getting off the metro, another young man helped me up the
escalator Plucky for me, because my bags were very heavy. Then, a
French woman saw that I was having a hard time, so she helped me
nately, there

—

across the street I finally found a taxi,
francs,

—

and made it to my dorm

who cheated me out of 100

all this

before 10:00 am!

Melissa Burden (Far Right) and friends pose before the Eiffel Tower.

Kathleen Marren
Indianapolis.IN.Chemistry

Lawrence Martin
Corbin.KY.Phamiacy

Tammy

Martin

Corbin.KY.Pharmacy

Amanda Mc Lean
Knoxville.TN.Pharmacy

Karia Metheny
Bourbon.lN.Marketing
Jenette Michalak

Highland. IN.Biology

Elizabeth

Minkner

Greenca.stle.lN,ChemistTy

Megan Montague
Bradley JL,Pharmacy
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Amy
RichmondlNJoumalism

Morgason

&

Spanish

Marc Neighbors
Eagle.WI.Phamiacy

Toanh Nguyen
Columbus.IN.Biology

Renee Nicholson
Boca Raton.FLJEnglish

Ryan

Nickoli

Logansport.IN.Secondaiy Education
Christine O'Herren
Nobelsville.IN.Marketing

Wendy

Oliver

Cincinnati.OH.Music

Rachana

Patel

Connersville,IN,Phannacy

Nathan Perry
Indianapolis.EN.Music
Kristin Phillips

hdianapolis.IN.Psychology
Jonell Pinkerton

Laporte,IN£lementaiy Education
Nicole Pless

Sullivan,IN,Phamiacy

Marcia Price
Indianapolis.INJoumalism

Karie Reimers
Temperance.Ml.Radio/Teievision
Victor Reiss
St.

Louis.MO.Mariveting
Kristin Ross

Fort WayncIN.Intemational

Management

Katrina Runge
Columbus.IN.English
Stacy Schroeder
Indianapolis.IN .Accounting

Rachael Schumann
Highland Village.TX.Accounting
Eric Senne

Angola, INJoumahsm
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Katriiia Ruiige Remembers ....
School had not even begun.

It

was the

first

of four years worth of college

Four of us,
get

Megan and

Claire, Elizabeth,

jumped

myself,

away from a long week of freshman rush and

at the

orientation.

chance

to

Turning down 56th
the Roses

we

Street,

and Lollipops parking

let

I

topics: politics, religion,
all

in

eye.

in slow

One

of

motion as

and the chaos

a heap.

I

my

I

lot,

flash of light

yanked

from across the

friends yelled at

me

to get in the

watched the film that had captured

in

Roses and Lollipops spiral to the

saw the policeman and the photographer
I

knew a hand had

me into our car and slammed the door shut.

We all sat there stunned and silent, our eyes open quite a bit
wider than before.

the

was, hundreds of conversations started popping up out of

nowhere. Talk was free and uncensored.

learned

I initially felt like

was

my

pushing each other in a heap. Next thing
in

We turned into the parking lot and

lot.

started walking right towards them. Although

outsider that

crowd

car. I

walked out of the parking
caught

ground

Claire take us around.

noticed a highly colorful grunge

I

the bully clubs

We were

going to some quaint, artsy area east of campus called "Broad Ripple."

Three of the four of us had never been, so we

As

street

Friday nights. Everything was spontaneous and everything was new.

money, and

We hit on all of the "no-no"

sex. In less

than

fifteen

minutes

(L to R) Katrina Runge,
I

Megan John

all

relax in

Ann Swayer, Toanh Nguyen, Angela Woodall, and
Panama City over Spring Break.

about the variations of

vegetarianism, from lacto-veggo to

pure-veggo, what

it

meant

be

to

pagan, alternative, gay, radical.
In the middle of all

this, sirens

zoomed up from behind and

flashing

lights of patrol cars filled the

parking

lot.

"Everyone needs to clear the area.
Get out now!" blared from a bullhorn.

We could see that it was time for us
to leave,
it

but

was hard

m the haphazard hubbub,
back

to get all four girls

the car quickly. I

saw EUzabeth

to

first,

her camera sending off a flash that
illuminated the confusion around us.

Out of the corner of my

eye, I

saw a

police officer pull a bully club

from

belt.

He was

threatening a boy that

his
I

had spoken with only minutes ago.

Kuniko Shimaoka
Hisai Japan..Spanish

Danielle Short

Columbus,OH,Dance

&

French

Shannon Sloan
Madison.LN.Elementao' Education

Meg

Smith

Wilmington.OH.Accounting

Sonja Smith
Logansport.IN.Radio TeIe\ision

Sonya Smith
South Bend.IN.Intemational Management
Elizabeth Snelling

Lancaster.OH.Phamiacy
Rilie

Stamper

Elkhart.IN,Phamiacv
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Eric Steuer
Kouts,IN,Finance

Virgmia Stevenson

Champaign ,IL,Phannacy
Lisa Strbjak

Whiting.IN.Pharmacy

Joanna Streeter
Winchester.IN.Pharmacy

Jamie

Stuller

Blutfton.IN.Biology

Karrie

Thomson

Indianapolis.IN.Biology

Michelle Traylor-Igleheart

Washington.IN.Pharmacy

Timothy Trout
Hanover.INJ'sychology

&

Chemistry

Dale Verkuilen
Griffith.IN.Pharmacy

Jeny Walker
Portage,E^,Pharmacy

Stephanie Wesley
hidianapolis,IN,Elementary Education

Nichole Williams
Palatine,IL,Elementary

Hucation

Kristin

Woodard

Lidianapolis.IN.Accounting

Jennifer Zenker

Zachow.WI.Speech Language Pathology

"We were all

delighted,

we all realized we were leaving

confusion and nonsense behind and performing our one and

noble function of the time, move,

-On The Road
Jack Kerouac
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Anthony Bridgeman Remembers.
"So, do they have their guns yet?" I am often asked as I breeze
through Jordan Hall on my way to class. If you are like some of
these people, your question can be answered with a glance at the
name change on Safety's cruisers from Butler Public Safety to
University Police. Or, you may run into one of the eight officers
authorized by the Board of Trustees to carry Clock 45 handguns.
You must have been stoned or drunk not to get caught up in the
controversy over the Board of Trustees decision to arm Public
Safety or University Police. For a few weeks in November this
policy was fodder for dinner table and telephone conversations.
It was the first thing on peoples' lips besides Frat parties and
grades. And for a small group of ardent protesters, it was a
consuming passion which often took precedence over sleep and

that "brings to

and studies.
A combined effort from various leaders of student organizations focused attention and developed alternatives to a policy

racy

relationships

mind

visions of

. .

Tiannemien Square."

Flyers and banners peppered various spots on campus.

Indeed you couldn't go fifty feet without seeing one.
Students barked revolutionary statements from megaphones. Revolutionary when it comes to a private midwestern school like Butler. "Speak out! Be heard! Take

CHALLENGE AUTHORITY^ Television cameras
and newspaper reporters were familiar occurrences on
campus. A few dedicated students hustled all over campus
to garner signatures on a petition for a public hearing
with President Bannister. And Terry Bowmaster, the
action!

Vice-President of Finance, treated students to certain
realities
is

about corporate culture: that sometimes democ-

a long drawn-out process.

Well, reality

is

often a mutable thing.

and we can recreate

I feel

it.

We can change it

that the actions of these

students to challenge the university's rationale for
the policy and petition for

its

managed

reversal

to

create a reality that the administration never
envisioned.

The administration and

Trustees saw a campus

towed the

line

policy. People

full

the

Board of

of sheep. People

who

and did not question university

who

inanely thought that their

only job was to attend classes and would think

beyond them

to question

an

institution

$19,000 of their money each year.
Sorry to disappoint the Board, but as

once before

it

which took
I

stated

WE ARE A FORCE to be reckoned

with as the future leaders of this country. As

determined by such a consequential legacy, we
have an obligation to question and to take action
when those answers are not appropriate. That is
what should be expected of us and no one should
expect anything less. The Board of Trustees and
Dr. Bannister have been forced, if not to relinquish the policy for an armed Public Safety, to
respect us and to listen; at least for the time being.

Hindsight
not

many

is

20/20. Sure,

we made mistakes and
way we

of our goals materialized the

wanted. However, we did what was just.
the right thing. Sometimes, that

is all

We did

that can be

is the greatest thing that we can
Never walk away from challenging
something that you deem wrong. Never let
authority spit on you and tell you that it is for
your own good. Spread the knowledge. Peace.

asked of us and
deliver.

Anthony Bridgeman observes

the open

forum

with University officials regarding the arming of
Public Safety.
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Epilogue
What is now
proved was once,
only imagined.
Marriage of Heaven and Hell
William Blake
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Conine Abella
Heather

Adams

Gregory Albert

Anna Alexander
Asheley Allen

Cindy Allgeier
Carin Aloisio

Randi Alter
Heather Alterson

Amy

Anderson

Ashley Anderson
Jason Anderson
Kelly Anderson

Thomas Anderson

Andrews
Andrews

Jennifer

Safiya

Stacey Arnold
Delia

Askew

Sarah Babington

Matthew Bachman

Amanda Bahr

Leigh Bailey

Amanda Baker
Gretchen Baker
Lesia Bakowski
Erin Baldwin

Tracy Barnard

Rebecca Baumann

Amber Bausback
Andrea Beach
Brooke Beaver
Michelle Beeker
Julie Beesley

Amanda

Bell

Amy

Bell

Regan Bennett
Steve R. Bennett
Charlotte Berger

David Bergner
Erin Bertram

Alyssa Berutti
Kelli Biggerstaff

Josh Bitner

Laura Black
Jeffery Blacker

Colleen Blaney

Mindy Blazek
Jennifer Boesch

Shannon Bogard

Sally Boles

Stephanie Bondi

Robert Boner
Allison

Bonez

Brian Borakove
Kari

Michelle
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Bowen
Bowen

Blue River Names Butler's Yearbook
Many years ago the Butler
yearbook found its present name,
Drift, along the picturesque banks
of Blue River, the setting for
Charles Major's Bears of Blue
River. William F. Clarke, of the
1891 Board of Editors, wrote, "In

contemplating the nature of the
material

we were planning

in the annual,

it

to use

occurred to

me

was a resemblance
between this material and the
material composing the many
drifts I had seen in the Blue
that there

River." All sorts of materials

would get

into Blue River

from

various sources and be carried

along until some obstruction in
the river would cause

them

to

lodge or collect, forming...the
Drift.

It

may

not be the Blue River, but the Canal behind Butler

still

provides an excellent place for reflection.

Tamara Bradbury
Julie

Brandes

Jennifer Briggs
Katliryn Britton

Kara Brophy
.Melissa

Broughton

Emily Brown

Jennifer Bruce

Martin Buening
Bradley Burnett

Joanna Burr

Bush
Aimee Bye
Karma Byers
Leslie

Michelle Byrd

Tammie Cagle
Katherine Cahill

Tanya Caldwell
Zina Camblin
Matthew Carlson
Christina Carpenter

Christina Cass
Peter Cassinelli
Jennifer Cer\en

Jason-Paul Channel:

Kimberly Chapel
John Chapman

Uzma

Chaudhrs'
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Sean Cheatham
Cassandra Chumley
April Clark
Stefanie Clark

Amanda

Clarke

Kimberly Collier

Comet

Jennifer

Christen Conarroe
Julie

Connors

Lori

Cook

Jeanne Costerison
Sarah Cotner

Coumane
Kynan Cox

Christina

Crowe

Garrett

Melanie Crump
Christa

Cummings

Lana Cummins
Heather Cunningham
Ryan Curry
Lisa Cynova

Irene Dagartzikas

Kendra Daily
Kristen Dale

Alexander Dan-Iyan

Daum

Joni

Heidi Deatrick

Shannon DeCarli

Justin

Decker

Staci

DeWitt

John Dick
Melissa Dickerson
Carrie

Diekmann

Jennifer Dixon

Ray Dixon

Amber Dolby
Carolyn Doonan
Kristen Dorris

Robert Duckworth

Karen

Durm

Renee Duryee
Patrick

Dwyer

Jennifer Dykstra

Shawnae Easter
Erica Eck
Alison Egolf

Rebecca Einspahr
Angela Elek
Sara Eley

Joei Elliott

Brian Emight

Michael Enstrom
Jennifer Epple

Ryan Erdelac
Angela Erwin
Christina Erwin
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Hiotograper's Flashbulb Evokes Flashbacks
"The photographer snapped the camera before

I finished

Chrissy Pozgay said that seeing the camera flash "reminds

me of

protruded so

on the grass for my senior pictures. I'm extremely
allergic to grass, but the photographer insisted that I sit there.
had hives for two weeks!"

did not have their pictures taken because they were afraid.

though. In

saying, 'Cheese!' Needless to say, in the final picture,

my lips

I looked like Mick Jagger!"
Anyone who has ever posed for a picture can relate to
Branden Scala's story. In fact, the Drift discovered that students

Stories such as Branden's have

camera's

made students afraid

of the

flash!

Butler student Crystal Zarse illustrated her fear: "I'd rather

I

sat

I

Students' fears weren't limited to incompetent photographers,
fact,

some

said they fear the flash because

it

provokes

flashbacks of childhood catastrophes. Holly Pricks, for instance,

cowers upon seeing flashes because of an accident that occurred
during her dance recital eight years ago! Holly said, "They

admitted, "It horrifies me! Just the thought of a camera sends

dimmed the lights when my turn came. I wasn't even nervous.
Then, when they restored the lighting, one of the bulbs exploded!

me into a psychotic hysteria! The nightmares and flashbacks are

Everyone

painfully intense!"

shot."

die than have

my picture taken!" And an anonymous senior

when

More specifically, students said

that the flash of the camera
memories of bad photographers and of terrifying
incidents now associated with a "flash." Everyone knows the
embarrassment that comes from mortifying poses, so it's no
surprise that most students's fears dealt with bad photographers. One student even vowed that a photographer's persistence turned into a disaster for her. She said, "I had to do that
trite over-the-shoulder thing, where your chin's out and you
contort your body so your head is one-half off your shoulders,
and you lean sooo far back that you lose your balance... I leaned
so far back I fell off the stool and sprained my ankle!!!"
Other students also expressed frustration with photographers.
triggers

in the

audience screamed, and

I

thought

I

had been

So, whether they think they've been shot, whether they've been

injured, or whether they've just been humiliated,

many

it is

obvious that

Butler students have had terrible encounters with the

them away from photographers.
way to take its pictures without using

"flash"- encounters that keep

Until the Drift can devise a

a

flash,

no one

it

is

will

have

to forfeit the business of

such students, because

going to risk the pain that comes along with flashbacks

caused by the "flash." As one senior put it, "When I was little I
saw the movie The Day After, and the flash from the nuclear
explosion horrified me.... Now whenever I see a flash, I just know
the end of the world has come! I'll never have my picture taken
again! I just can't face the "flash!"

Brooke Ettelbrick

Ann Ewbank
Erin Fech

Carmen Ferguson
James Ferguson
Gina Ferraro
Carrie Finch

Amanda

Amy

Fisher

Fonts

Juhe Fonts

Angela Fox
Sally Frank

Anna Freeman
Holly Fricks

Erik Friedman

Bethany Fry
Douglas Fuersl
Stephanie Fuhrman

Heather Gallagher

Angela Galligher
Melissa Geiman

Daniel Genatiempo
Jessica Gentry

Carrie Giger

Kimberh

Gillihan

Alexa Gilmorc
Trena Goble
Stephen Goettler

'1

7

janeen Golomb
Charles Gose

Denise Graham
Leslie

Green

JuUe Gremmels

Mark Gretencord
Rebecca Griffin

Gretchen Grooms
Christine Haines

Marty Haisma
Nikita Haley

Benjamin Halley
Tony Hamilton
Jennifer Hankins

Jason Hanna
Monica Hanson

John Hargrove
Sarah

Harmon

Cynthia Harper

Beth Harrah
Darci Harris

Nicole Hartmann
Faith Havlovic

Dawn Hayworth
Carrie Heater

Amy

Hecimovich

Angela Heeringa
Abigail Heeter

Kirsten Hellman
Jennifer

Heminger

Brandie Henry

David Herrin
Jessica

Hickman

Elizabeth Higgins

Carla Hoagland

Justin

Hockemeyer

Heather Hodge
Jennifer

Hoemann

Jennifer Hojnacki

Sarah Holland

Laura Hooper
Gail

Hoover

Robin Hopkins
Kyla Horrell

Amber Hunter
Brooke Huntington
John Hurlbut
Jennifer Hutchison

Tara Ireland

Stacy James
Jennifer Jaroszevvski

Kari Johanningsmeier
Eric Johnson

Fred Johnson

Megan Johnson
Angela Johnston
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IfYou Find

A Worm In Youri^ple Newton.

. .

by Matthew Burden

In "Strange Brew" Bob and Doug McKenzie get free stuff
when they shove a baby mouse through the neck of a beer bottle.

So if you find a worm in your Apple Newtons (or you
"McKenzie it" by slicing a worm into it yourself), take it back
and they'll give you free stuff. Besides, it's the only way to get
Fat-Free Newtons. After everyone has seen the "Seinfeld"

where

fat-free frozen yogurt

was proven

stupid enough then to believe
that tastes good? So take

it

we can

to

be a fraud, are we
buy fat-free food

actually

back, and you'll get free Apple

Newtons. In a way you are getting your
you're never getting fat-free Newtons.

fat free,

but

I'll

bet

Not since the times of Einstein (the brilliant physicist who
found out how to make lips and assholes into hotdogs) has a
physicist really been a cultural icon. Now on the (approximate)
315th anniversary of Newton's postulation, Nabisco has celebrated the discovery of gravity with the Apple Newton.
It would seem to have been such a small thing to discover.
Apples had fallen before, and people had seen them. What
made Sir Isaac worthy of having a fruit-and-cake presented in
his honor? Maybe he was just more observant, a little more
thoughtful, the kind of man who would have understood why
Butler ripped up the grassy field besides Schwitzer to expand
parking, then ripped up ResCo parking beside the grassy field to
turn all of it into another mall.
With a campus this small, you would think it wouldn't be very
hard to be observant; it's not bigger than some high schools.

hard to be observant. The Class of 95 during the last
It was a friend
of mine who I ran into only occasionally. When the story leaked
out that a student had died in ResCo, no one could put a name to
it, at least when I had heard the story. So later, a week or so
perhaps, I was talking to a friend of mine, and I asked how
Theresa was. Of course, you have already thought ahead and
realized Theresa had been the one. I was shocked and could
only say, "I wondered why I hadn't seen her around lately."

But

it is

school year lost a classmate to a brain aneurysm.

What else could I

say, finding out like that?

remember much anymore about Theresa. I don't
remember who her closest friends were. I don't know who she
roomed with. I only remember she used to call me "pretty," and
I

can't

me in warm hugs. This article is an unorthodox way to remember her, but I know enough to know Theresa
was unorthodox. I am sorry I cannot do better, but it's midMay, far too late for any investigative reporting, and I'll be

she used to envelop

leaving for Connecticut soon.

Pop

culture

is

fun. Eating

Apple Newtons

that's definitely fun. Getting free stuff

your friends

is

not.

Not remembering

classmate in the hospital

is

not.

Our

is

is

fun. Seinfeld.

.

fun. Forgetting about

to send that card to a

class

has just this year had

a liver transplant, a kidney transplant, and Hodgkin's Disease.

Today, as you read

this,

remember Theresa if you knew her, be
and remember the best free stuff

grateful the rest of us are here,
is

friendship

and

health.

Tara Jolly

Casey Jones
Melissa Joy

Shannon Kalmer
Renee Kashlan
Meredith Keith
Alisa Kellogg

Jennifer Kendrick

Loralee Kilgore
Erin Kinkade

Heidi Klein

Melissa Kliethermes

Michael Kneese

Tracev Koch

Katherine Koester
Kelly Korelitz
Kerri Kozlowski

Douglas Kramer

Kimberly Kramer
Cheryl Kras
BradleN'

Kronland

Justina Krouse

Jennifer Krste\ ski

Joy Kruger
Allison Krysa
Jessica Lakin

April Lambert
"•

Ian.

Ellen Landes

12.

Erika Lange
Kara Lassen

Sarah Laswell
Tricia

Lawson

John Lehner

Megan Lemberg
Jessica Lindley

Aaron Litke
Litten

Jill

Julie Lizer

Angela Loi

Long

Jennifer

Heather Ludlum

Amy

Luigs

Shelley Lundberg

Mykeal Malone
Julie Manker
Laura Manson

Joanna Manthei
Deneal Manwaring
Riolan Mai'bun

Christie

Marcum

Polly Martin

Kara Massey
Kristine

Masur

Alyson Matthews
Linda
Lynsie

May
May

Sarah McBride
Jennifer

McCormick

Kathleen Mclntyre

Margaret

McKenny

McKinney
Amber McCall

Jennifer

Kelley McCarthy

Dean McNaughton
Tracy McRorie
Kristen Meador
Julie

Meinhart

Stacy Meisberger

Kimberly Meisinger

Amber Meranda

Shawna Meyer
Arianne Michalek

Mindy Midkiff
Angela Miles
Douglas Miller
Karen Mills
Jennifer Miracle

Robin Mix
Karen

Moe

Pamela Moise
Monica Montague

Moor
Moore
Sarah Moore

Patrick

Jennifer
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The Dungeon Below
by Matthew Burden
"It smells like sauerkraut and feet," said freshman Susan Soldner, wrinkling her nose over Applebee chicken fingers and fries.
She ate them not unreluctantly, though, until they were nearly gone. Hmmmmmm. And the aroma? Well, the smell was bad, but
the aroma in question was the stink outside Atherton by the patio entrance, not the chix-n-stix.
Another beautiful new mall was to spring up over the summer between Clowes and the ResCo lot; there were almost as many
trees as people on campus these days. But who could enjoy sitting outside Atherton on those not too infrequent days when the
SMELL seemed to rise from the ground like fog?
"Where does the smell come from?" wondered sophomore pharmacy major Chad Zeisig. "It was really bad in the early
spring." It's such a pleasant area, a nice stone patio with occasional moss, pleasantly shaded, the ground littered with leaves and
acorns that attract squirrels. "I don't like the sewage smell so close to where I go to eat food."
"It makes me want to hurl," said senior Deidre Conley. "It must be coming from the ground, like underground pipes. Didn't
there used to be a grate-covered drainage pipe around here somewhere?"
"It can't be coming from the C-Club, because as soon as you walk in, it stops," noted Zeisig.
Perhaps senior Kevin Meek has stumbled onto something.
"At night I've heard strange thumping sounds that seem to come from under the floor. People say it's pipes, but I wonder. I've
seen too much Scooby Doo not to recognize a secret door when I see one. There's one right there between the men's room and

that other door, but

I

don't

know how

to trigger it."

somewhere in the building," said Zeisig.
"I've got a friend that knows a C-Club worker who has seen a rat," confirmed Conley.
" They must have a basement where they store more food," said an expert food service worker at Applebee's. The C-Clubbers
deny it emphatically. But why so emphatically?
"Imagine a tight spiral staircase going down there," said Meek. "They have a big alien plant, like Seymour from the Little Shop
of Horrors They feed him recalcitrant C-Club workers. The workers know but they can't tell; they're afraid. It's the blood that
smells. Blood and the smell of fear."
Many people have theories as to what the smell was, or where it came from. "It's chicken," theorized juniors Dave "Dingo"
Latrell and Will "I-Kill-For- Less" Phillips. "It's always chicken anymore."
"I think there's a den of rats

.

Ellen Moreland

Melissa Moreno

Gregory Morwick
Cathy Muckerheide
Melanie Muntzinger

Murphy

Nicholas

Tiffany Nagel

Erica
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Lisa Faff
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The Grasshopper's Quake
by Matthew Burden
In the spring a young

man 's fancy

liglitly

turns to thoughts ofhve.

Locksely Hall

When Tennyson

wrote

he knew nothing of

this in 1842,

political correctness, else

he would've mentioned the

our amorous affections more than any other season. Could there be something inherent
ups, last minute mashes, or one night stands before
"It's

hard to say

(if it's

all

departed for

the spring)," said freshman cheerleader

in spring that

home suddenly shoke

Megan

women

awakens dead

the bedsteads like

as well

passions,

What he
rams

fire

an earthquake along the

Ridoux. 'Teople just want to get in their

last

did suggest, however, was

on cold hearts? Was

New Madrid

'Ewww.' They were

tbt something

m spring brought out
many

reason that so

this the

spring hook-

fault line?

really hot this

year and I've always wanted to hook up with

them.'"

Joe Prizpilski agreed. "The blooming flowers

Doug Kramer jumped

'It's just,

in.

make you want

what's the

thing?......an

to

*@##&@*# in

Old Wive's Tale!

the blooming flowers!"

It

sounds nice; people talk about flowers blooming and the sun coming out, but

I

don't think

it

affects people in the least

Hormones are the same year round."
"Spring

isn't

even the most romantic month," stated fourth year pharmacy nut, Laura Colson.

Seems

especially.

a

like

lot

But the body does change
romance

actually be

an

of engagements are set around Christmas.
in the spring.

allergic reaction?

Many
Jliat

And

they put Valentine's

'It's winter.

Day

I

think wintertime can be very romantic,

when

snow™ and Christmastime,

there's

in winter."

people succumbed yearly to miserable pollens that swell glands and water eyes for weeks. That was halfway to love. Mightn't some cases of this spring

when

ingested in the body might not release from

a gland in the brum a

love chemical? It

was easy

to say this

was

ridiculous, but brain science

was very

imperfect
This romance then.

Were

.

these casual encounters romantic or meaningful, or were they surgical strikes, designed to get in, get

Joe Prizpilski smiled. '1 think they're

"WeO,"
In a

said

dked

Kirk Muller,

"if

a guy

retort to the interviewer,

is

totally sleazy.

It's

just

looking for anything,

it

he added, "In your case

a way for

homy

can get pretty disgusting, but
I tiiink it's sleazy.

don't want

them

Was spring
from the

there.

Because

to continue.

tiiese relationships,

although the couple

if

Burden, but

'Teople are people," said Kramer. "People want to end the year on a high note, even

and find someone

what you could, and

get out?

guys to release their frustrations."

feels sparks,

if it is

he has had

in

my

case

his eye

it's

a meaningless

on a certain

girl all

semester or year,

it

can be romantic"

romantic"
affair.

have ahnost no chance to

They

last the

feel like

they've

had some love

summer or resume

again

m the

at school,
fall.

and

it

Sometimes

home

gives

them confidence

to

tiiey

are content with

ttiat; tiiey

go

They just want the end of the year to stand out"

uresistible, with the

warm

weather and beautiful new leaves?

canal, sometiiing in the air that tiimed

our thoughts

lightiy to love.

Was

it

the subtle shedding of winter clotiiing layers?

The only

thing our

fr^

lovestinick

human

The

first

pair of bare legs?

senses could detect in the air

was the

Maybe
silence.

it

.

.

was

truly

tiie

as the insects

pollen,

or vapours

and birds

lie

quietly

In fear just before the big one struck.
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Spring awakens in the mall between Holcomb and Jordan Halls.
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Setting

United we standi
divided

we

fall.

The Four Oxen and the Lion
Aesop.
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ADVERTISING

Appendix
hope I at least have an
open mind, but a mind not so
open that the brains fall out.
I

-Seven Days in Nicaragua Libre
Lawrence Ferlinghetti
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Northvyeslern

Mutual

Life

It takes
is looking for college interns.
foresight to succeed. Call the office listed
below to see how we can help.

If you're a student with an eye to the future,
take a look at Northwestern Mutual Life. As
a Northwestern Mutual college agent, you'll

discover an opportunity to experience a career
and put yourself miles ahead in the race for a
With our top-performing
full time position.
products, plus intensive training program, you

can advance as quickly as you
information

For more

wish.

call:

Anita Wallis
Director of Recruiting
111 Monument Circle, Suite 3800

Financial

Group

Indianapolis, IN 46204

317/238-6646

The Quiet Company
©1444 The

Ncirlhw

We Are Ready
to

At Ceo.

Olive &
we believe

S.

Co. (CSO),
in

The Principal Edge®.

Meet You

your career devel-

opment. Real possibilities for advance-

ment

exist at

CSO,

outstanding achieve-

Your edge on the
future'"...

ments are readily
recognized, and efforts are rewarded.
If

you are ready to

join a

regional ac-

counting firm with a
national

reputation

for the highest stan-

dards of excellence,
find out

when CSO

will visit Butler Uni-

versity.

IGEQS. OLIVE SCO.

The Principal Financial Group®
Des Moines, Iowa 50392-0001
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F. Freije. Inc.

ENGINEERS • DESIGNERS • CONSTRUCTORS
6450 Guion Road
P.O. Box 68597
Indianapolis, IN 46268
(317) 291-6130 - FAX (317) 297-7618

including plumbing, heating,
air conditioning, refrigeration,

piping

Hour Service Department
Commercial and Industrial
F.

Freije, Inc.

appreciates

the opportunities we have had
to work with Butler University.

PASSENGER

FREIGHT

ELEVATORS,
"People do

make

INC.

the differencel'

Proud To Be Part
Of The Tradition
Of Growth At
Butler University
f'.O.

Box 7014
46207

Indianapolis, iN

(317) 23'!
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•

35

«

Indianapolis, IN

S.

Pine

at

Mi!ierEads
electrical

contractors

work

24-

Wm.

way

Butler Universitj

Mechanical design and construction

and general

Lighting the

St.

-2345' Fax: 231-2340

46202

P.O. Box 55234
4125 N. Keystone Ave.
Indianapolis, IN 46205

PH: (317)545-7101
FAX: (317)545-4660

FOUNDATIONS
IN EDUCATION

Atherton Union, Butler University
Verkler Incorporated

is proud to have played a part in the development and construction of Atherton Union. This
cooperative effort on the part of the students and Administration shows the importance of establishing a solid foundation for the future of Butler University. Verkler Incorporated believes in helping to build the futures of our clients and
friends. We are excited to have participated in yours.

GEMERAU CONTRACTORS

•

CONSTRUCTIOtSI r/IANAGERS

Verkler Incorporated, 7240 Georgetown Road, Indianapolis, IN 46268 (317) 297-7054
Verkler Incorporated, 4406 Technology Drive, South Bend, IN 46628 (219) 232-5801
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ELECTRICAL EQUI PMENT
2316

CO., INC

45th StrMt

E.

Indianapoll*, IN 46205

l^reoent fading

signaling &

SPECTRONICS
coRRORAnarsi

communication

317-545-7589

specailists

PROFESSIONAL SOUND & VIDEO
DESIGN. SALES, INSTALLATION
AND SERVICE

ENERGY SOLAR PLANNING CO.
1501 Iron Liege Road
Indianapolis,

IN 46217

Equipment Company,

Electrical

(317)882-0880

played a part

in the

Inc.

is

proiKi to have

cievelopment and installation of the

for Butler University. It is our hope
of the Art Fire Deteetion/ Alann Systems
and Campus Wide Emergeney Telephone Systems
continue to make Butler University a safe environment

Systems

Lite Safety

that these Stale

Leslie

for students

and

faculty.

Coatings. Inc.

'

1101

E.

30th

St., Indianapolis, IN

Ph.

46205

'

1-317-926-3411

'

IHSAA, NCAA, US National Hardcourt
and Butler University Championship Tennis Surface

Installers of the

CCTV

School Intercom
Churches
Stadium
Board Room
Public Address

'

'

Teleconferencing

'

Video Projection

Security

Alarm

•

Fire

'

Lighting Control

'

'

'

Media

Retrieval

Evacuation Sound

Video Conferencing

SERVING INDIANA FOR OVER

50

YEARS

'

Come Visit Our Quantum Leap Lumberyard
At These Locations
SOUTH

SANTAROSSA
TILE

-

TERRAZZO
MARBLE

-

-

MOSAIC & TILE
MOSAIC - PRECAST
CARPET - VINYL

CO.. INC.
TERRAZZO

and PRECAST & BUILDING SUPPLY CORPORATION

2707

ROOSEVELT AVENUE

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 46218

OFFICE (317) 632-9494
FAX 631-5567
MOBILE 431-1079

EVENINGS 485-7163

•

OiLELL©

^

ASPHALT PAVING

.

I

I

§S©N

1260
West

882-8S3S

Hwy

U.S. 31
of

Parking Lots

•

Tennis Courts

•

Cart Paths

•

Excavating

•

Stonework

Building Materials

and Full-Line Lumberyardl

BLOOMINGTON
2100Uberty
2nd St. & Hwy 37

UE

INC.

10505 N. College Ave., Indianapolis, IN 46280
(800) 452-6408
(317) 846-6611
FAX: (317) 843-0546

INC.

MICHAEL L DeBOY
vice President

General Manager

i

;llo

OFF. (317)867-4444
17306 Westfieiti Park Road
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WEIHE ENGINEERS,

Residential/Commercial

JEF

Ctr

259-1385
NORTH
8502 Westfield Blvd
1 Mile West of Keystone Crossing
1 Block South of 86th St.
897-5771
EAST
8829 East Washington St.
Post Road and U.S. 40 Hwy
299-3955
WEST
4640 N. Lafayette Road
1/2 Mile North of Lafayette Square
247-5846
S. WEST
6870 West Washington St.
1 Mile West of 465; 2 Miles N of Airport

Driveways

•

North

Greenwood Park Shopping

FAX

•
•

(317)

867-4447

Westfield, Indiana

46074

Civil

Engineering ~ Land Surveys - Site Design

^iHngBjnXaBs^ctS;^

PONSTRUCTION COMPANY

INC.

we at VP Construction Company have tried to parallel Butler's "Commitment to
Leadership and Exceiience". Everywhere you look on the Butler University Campus has the stamp
of quality put on by VP Construction Company.
From the Weight Room Addition at Hinkle
Fieldhouse to Jordan Hall to Clowes Memorial Hall, literally every building on the Butler University
Campus has our stamp of quality and dedication.
Since 1983,

VP Construction Company

looks forward to the 21st Century and providing our dedication and

service to this fine University.
•

VP CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

1427 East V\^ashington Street • Indianapolis
•
(317) 638-5360 •

•
•

Indiana

•

I
Honeywell, Inc.
Helping You Control Your World

Storms-McMullen
electrical

contractors

i

Honeywell Inc. and Butler University have
been business partners for over 30 years.
We are proud to be associated with this
institution

conducive

in

helping

to

provide

a

environment
for
students. As a long term partner we look
forward to our continued commitment in

A

Butler University
Partner In Construction

learning

helping Butler University to maintain a
safe and comfortable environment.

Honeywell, Inc.
9355 Delegates Row
747 Ketcham

•

P.O.

Box 28326
46222

Indianapolis,

Indianapolis, Indiana

(317)639-2541

i

IN 46240

(317)580-6000
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KEEP THE
STEAM IN YOUR

Congratulations Butler Graduates!

Looking for a new
apartment home??

RELATIONSHIP
Oakhrook Village
living!

We

is

the hot spot in Indy for luxury apartment

offer great amenities like whirlpool, sauna, steam haths

&

exercise equipment, tennis courts, pool

Lease an apartment at any NHP Community
listed below and pay NO application fee.*

more!

Student discounts!

13 Communities in Indianapolis!

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Abington 298-8005
Spyglass 875-6600
Bent Tree 875-8088
Wind Drift 291-7700
Deercross 297-4700

Bayhead Village 298-7510
Pebble Point 297-1338
8. Fisherman's Village 299-4727
9. The Landings 251-3400
10. Cheswick 897-9200
6.

7.

VILLAGE
OAKBROOK
APARTMENTS
CALL
62nd &

^.

"

<^

293-5041

GEORGETOWN

tEr

11.

Scandia 842-4005

12.

Riverwood 842-2434
Woods Edge 849-9400

13.

<|lol>e
•please present this ad on your

first visit.

Fuimnut

RentflJi

CARPET FAIR
:U$A^
South

North
65th
Do you

feel

monopolized, troubled or sorry you moved where you did?
Play the /V£1(V

Make your move

to

game

of

life!

NEWPORT TOWNHOMES

•

29M017

3 BIks East of Michigan Rd. on 71st St.
Call to find out your winning savings!

f^

& Keystone

2529 East 65th Street
Indianapolis, IN 46220

135

& County Line

1285 North State Road 135

(317)253-9222

Greenwood, IN 46142
(317)888-0174

GREG HOLLINDEN

KENT HOLLINDEN

(si^ne(^C^/ick

CONTINENTAL

OFFICE

FURNITURE
'Quality Apartments Since 1947'

CONRAD KUCZYNSKJ
President

Fa.\
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(317)630-2315
(317) 630-2337

469-RENT

^i^^j^PQ4343 West 38th
*

'i"t

'

t"i

'

S"""

Street

(South of Lafayette Square)
Indianapolis,

IN 46254

Ph: (317)293-6220
Fax:(317)297-4843

Try Our Breadsticks

& Cheesesticks...

The Perfect Addition To The

M-F 8am-6pm
Sat.

,^—

9am-1pm

^V.

(317)291-8225
4343 West 38th

^*s.

open
FOR

V

LUNCH

Perfect Pizza!

'>-

.^

Street

254-8282
Love Our Lower Rates
Weekly & Monthly Rates Available
Major Credit Cards Accepted
You'll

Daily,

Late Model Chrysler Cars

550 B North Emerson

Way

Indianapolis, Indiana

& Vans

r<Good Luck

In

n

The Future

o9^»'-4
Bull Dogs!
GILDERON
QJBROIHERS
rXJ VENDING
GLJCO.
Locally

& Operated Since

Owned

1946

"No Other Company Represents Us"
9702

your Neighborhood Bar
For Over 40 Years!

E. 30th Street

899-1234

Best Wishes Class of 1995!

52nd & College Avenue
Indianapolis, IN 46205
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ROGERS POOLS & SPAS

How often

Supports

do you have

Butler University
Since

killer

255-3171

1959

Sex without the

Look, abstinence

want

is

good.

the only sure protection, but

you how

to tell

to lead

teach you the facts of
diseases. You'll

all

us

find

your questions.

affordable.

life

We

And

for

FILTERS

•

Chemicals

•

Pool Paint

PUMPS
6364 Westfield Blvd.
Indianapolis, IN 46220

P

WATER SOFTENERS
•

^®

(^^//

IRON FILTERS
RESIDENTIAL

understanding

caring,

everything's

confidential

HIV

testing,

an appointment today.

call (317) 925-6686
Planned Parenthood

^ars of Jndiana, he.

COMMERCIAL

M

E

L E

INC.

LAFAYETTE AVENUE
CRAWFORDSVILLE, INDIANA 47933
(317)

|

362-6340
1-800-367-6340

1709 Madison Ave.
IN 46225
(317)637-8081 Phone
(317) 637-81 17 Fax
Indianapolis,

(317)352-9330

liuci SfiecceUM4,

1-800-278-9898

A

Shirley

Tradition

of Family Service

Brothers

Since 1898

MORTUARIES

IREi

\HC.
Offering Insurance-Funded Pre-Arranged

Couches

TueG
Thurs,
Fri.

62

9-

v^'ashington

X

Authonzed Dealer

216

1.

and

counseling and

Sales, Service, Rentals

£

and

know you and answer

CI^ liiP^V
«/^^>^^VATER CONDITIONING,

•

Windows & Accessories

St.,

Indianapolis,

IN 46219

Wed, 9
Sal.

-

Funeral Programs

The Family to turn
Needs Help.

to

when Your Family

897-9606

8

9-2

Closed Sun

Administntive Offices: 9606 E. Wuhington St

&

Mon.

to

about sexually transmitted

For an appointment,

HEATERS

74e fit*

don't

want
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Driving under a clear night sky and a

full

moon, they pulled onto the

highway, and North Carolina stretched more than three hundred miles
before them. Elliott leaned forward toward the wheel and searched out

Orion's

He just wanted

belt.

pretty

much

Elliott

could do that now.

a point of reference. Since Jerry had

taken them to the coast,

it

was

He had been

his job to get

to the

them home.

edge of the continent,

seen visions of Jack Kerouac on the Beach, had the father potter

prophesize his future. Everything was FINE.

He and Jerry knew

that

everything was FINE, and they would get were they were going.

"Hey

Jerry." Elliott pointed to a sign

on the road. "Ninety North

in

is

We could go to Maine."

a mile.

"We have

"Elliott." Jerry laughed.

be back

to

in Indianapolis in less

than twenty four hours."

"We

could

make

"We'd have

it."

But then again we

to turn right back,

really don't

need

to

go back."
"No."

Elliott said to himself.

"No, don't really need

to

go back."

Jerry looked at Elliott as they approached the exit, almost as if expect-

ing

him

to turn off.

They passed

know we could

"Just

of, if

it.

we wanted

to." Elliott turned

Jayhawks and smiled. "And next time we
Jerry sat

back

in his seat,

the Carolina midnight.

plenty

"The

will."

opening his window,

letting in the scent of

The road was almost empty and

more ahead, about twelve
exits for Chiapas,

Elliott stretched his arms,

up the

there

was

hours.

Montana, and

New Mexico

are

still

ahead."

reaching for his water bottle.

Jerry just laughed.

Leaning back,
still

Elliott

looked up

watched over them,

music. His

life

his

that full

the

moon and was

mind empty taking

in the

reassured as she

poetry of the

and time passed by as the road passed beneath. The

continent lay before him.

and

at

moon. That

He just
full

thought,

all that

road,

all that

land,

moon.

....and so it

ended
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The Staff....
The ninety-ninth volume of the
last

Drift has reached

page, 1995 has ended, and this chapter in

now drawn

our lives has

to a close.

It

was a

all

its

of

privilege

editing this collection of memories, but alas this job

was not mine

alone.

Thank you

my

to

Mattfiezu

burden
editor

editorial staff, the

many

Aibum

contributing

authors, and

my

staff

photographers, Julie

Connors and Trena
Goble. Also

Tammie

much

Cagk

gratitude goes to the

editor

Student Life

Drift 's advisory team,

Kim Ash and Melinda
goes to

Bob

^^^^f^^,

Stalcup, Brent Smith, and Jason

was instrumental

in the

1995 Drift

In addition, thanks also

Rivelli.

contributing photography and

all

^.^^^.^„^ ^^.,^^^

Dublo

for

Matthew Gibbs, who

completion of this volume. As

things begin, so too they

Ann

must end.

TRvbank^
matthew
editor
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carlson

'Editorial ^sistant

